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Preface

Twice in the past decade, the Pacif ic Northwest
has faced low water emergencies. Host recently,
in 1976-1977, drought conditions cost the regional
economy millions of dollars in lost resource and produc-
tion and renewed conflicts between agencies and among
states. Yet, little anticipatory planning has taken
place sinCe then to help uS Cope with the next drought.
This program assisted water resource user groups,
government of f icials, tribes, attorneys, engineers,
project managers, academics and others interested
and affected by low water years.

The program focused on the background of regional
water resource management systems, anticipated impacts,
likely actions to be taken by affected user groups, and
sources of conflict between groups and agencies during
low water years. Also examined were the development of
interagency and intergovernmental mechanisms to deal
with such emergencies, including the role of the recent-
ly created Northwest Power Planning Council.

The conf erence was held at the Port lana Airport
Sheraton Hotel on May 6, 1983.
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Introduction:
Common Thread.s

To those who live outside of the Pacific Northwest,
it is an area of the nation where it always rains.
Indeed, a popular nickname for the western half of
Washington State is the "wet side of the mountains."
And while western Washington and Oregon do have their
share of wet days, the region also has its share of dry
ones. Similarly, while we have wet years, we also have
dry years and their impact on the region was the subject
of this conference.

A common misconception is that droughts only occur
in the dust bowl of the 1930s. This is untrue. The
Pacific Northwest experienced three drought years during
the decade of the 1970's �973, 1976 � 1977!. And there
have been 19 droughts in the region since l900, approxi-
mately one every four years. The last major drought
caused major problems for all sectors of the Pacific
Northwest's economy and cost an estimated $655 million
in lost production and income in Washington State alone.
Regional losses exceeded 1 billion dollars.

Droughts are an unnoticed fact of life for the
region and the purpose of this conference was to examine
what the region was doing to prepare for the next
drought. Common threads learned in preparation for and
during the conf erence can be summarized as follows:

�! The region has conducted limited planning
activities and maintains marginal management
authorities to cope with the next drought.

�! Many federal and state agencies which were
active during the 1976-77 drought have not
maintained an active posture or ability to



competently respond to the next drought.

�! The region's institutional memory for respond-
ing to such emergencies is quickly being lost
as those familiar with the last droughts
change jobs, retire or move.

�! Few, if any, ef forts have been taken into
account to address lapsed emergency authori-
ties, changes in law, and new institutional
arrangements. Major changes in legal and
i ns titu t iona 1 arrangements have taken place
since the last drought, signif icantly af fect-
ing old contingency plans which existed in
1976 and 1977. Congress has also been active,
passing the Northwest Power Act, which has
profoundly affected in-stream water use.

�! Federal monies which provided significant
assistance in the prior drought cannot be
relied upon by water user groups and the
states.

�! Treaty tribes have won major law suits affect-
ing their fishery and water rights.

�! Expectations of how things worked in 1977 may
no longer apply to the realities of the middle
of the 1980s.

As a result, many key agencies lack experienced
staff with any recollection of management decision-
making and options during the last drought ~ Personnel
are not being trained to respond to the next drought.
we learned from the speakers, whose papers follow, that
while no consensus exists on what should be done,
several points of commonality do exist. Once the region
f inds itself in the midst of a drought it will be too
late. Actions and training must take place prior to the
next drought if they are to be successful. Management
awareness and an effective response must be in place and
work before a drought occurs. Knowing vdxtn tu call, what
agencies are involved, what decisions must be made, and
avoiding surprise are essential ingredients in managing
such emergencies. Affected agencies cannot expect to
solve problems in isolation and must continue to inves-
tigate how to deal with this problem while adequate
water conditions permit a rational examination.

Charles F. Broches
Michael S. Spranger
Bill H. Williamson

Seattle, YA
September l883
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The title of today's conference is Mana in Low Water Emer encies: Are
We Pre ared for the Next Drou ht7 Essentia y, t e topic t at we are
dealing w t today is water resource management in a drought year.
There are many definitions of water resource management, What I feel
is a good definition of water management can be stated simply as
"providing the right amount of water at the right place at the right
time, having the right qual1ty and having the right cost." Today,
many feel that we are not doing a very good job of water management and
that we are on the brink of a water crisis, both internationally and
nationally.

According to Gerald Steinwell, who was the Director of U.S. Water
Resources Council in 1979: "Water is the most serious long-range
problem now confronting the nation - potentially more serious than the
energy crisis. By 2000 about every section of the country faces water
shortages unless we recognize that we cannot waste and mistreat this
precious, finite resource."

For the most part, the public feels that we have no water problems in
the Pacific Northwest, particularly on the west side of the mounta1ns .
We are blessed wi th an abundance of water; the water supply is 1nf1ni te
and inexhaustible. In fact, upon this premise, we developed our water
system. In harnessing the Columbia, early developers saw unlimited
hydroelectric potent1a 1. They saw a never-ending supply of water to
meet all our needs. But in 1973 and 1977, we sudden'ly realized we too
faced "drought conditions" i n the Pacific Northwest. Not only d1d we
come to realize that there was no longer a surplus of water, but we
realized that there was much conflict and compet1tion for the water
among i ts users. We realized the Columbia had more demands placed on
it than could be accommodated.

The addition of the second powerhouse at the Bonneville Dam has
exacerbated this problem. Now, every drop of water in the Columbia



can be used to turn turbines in the dams for electric production. What
about the other uses, such as irrigation, navigation, recreation,
municipal and industrial, and the fisheries? If we use all the water
for hydroelectric production, this naturally means there will be less
for the other uses. Clearly, today we face serious trade-offs on who
gets what portion of water for their use. This presently is being
debated during a surplus year of water. What happens in a low water
year?

We are finally becoming aware that when we discuss water resource
management, we are dealing with a dynamic system. Most of you are aware
of this, but this concept really is not new. Heraclitus, a Greek
philosopher, over 1000 years ago said: "You never step in the same
river twice" - simple words, but profound . So it is with the Columbia
River; it is always changing. We are dependent upon adequate amounts
of precipitation and various climatic factors to ensure adequate water
each year. These factors are hard to predict; this means that we
never really know when a drought condition might occur.

Knowing how to adequately manage our dynamic water resources is crucial
to the Pacific Northwest, especially in these drought years. Witness
the last drought in ] 977 - these conditions cost the regional economy
millions of dollars in lost resources, fn production, and caused much
strife and conflict among private and public agencies and institutions
and the major users of the system.

Did we learn a lesson from the last drought? To date, it appears that
we have had little planning since then to help us cope with the next
drought. What has been done has been fragmented with very little
coordination . With the demise of the Pacific Northwest River Basin
Commission, there is no longer a coordinated regional planning mechanism
for the Colmnbia River System, although the Regional Power Council may
now be filling this void.

In looking at this issue, we need to ask what plans do we have which
will help us cope with low water emergencies; what goals and objectives
have we set for our water resources; what alternative actions do we
have available to meet present and future demands for our water
resources, and what institutional mechanisms have been set up to deal
with a drought condition? In the course of today's discussions, I hope
we will address some of these issues . With the present surplus of
water, I hope that we are not falsely assured that our water resources
are adequate to meet all of our future needs.

To begin our program today, our first panel has been asked to gi ve us
some background and historical perspectives on the issue of low water
management in the Pacific Northwest. Our first speaker will be
Janet W. McLennan, Assistant Power Manager for Natural Resources and
Public Services, Office of Power Management Bonneville Power Administra-
tion. She will give us some insight into western water law and its
usefulness or non-usefulness in drought conditions. She also will
supply us with a perspective of the events and activities that occurred
in the Pacific Northwest during the 1977 drought, Next. Dale R. Evans,
Chief, Environmental 5 Technical Services Division, National Marine
Fisheries Service, will provide us with some comments, on federa]/state



institutional relations during low water years and what problems we find
in this area . Finally, Michael C . Blunts, Associate Professor at Lewis
and Clark Law School, will provide us with a surrIrrary of the development
of the hydroelectric system now in place in the Pacific Northwest. He
wi11 review the 1980 Power Planning and Conservation Act, providing us
with observations on how this new legislative act may affect the future
management and development of the hydroelectric system.

kaving reviewed each speaker's presentation, I know that we will receive
an excel'lent introduction into the issues and concerns of "managing low
water year emergencies." They also will provide us with several
thought-provoking questions which, I hope, we wi11 address during the
course of the day's discussion. Let us begin...





or river reaches the ocean, under one theory it has been all used
up. Alternatively, under the majority theory> there is a
societal right to maintenance of the stream.

ln the arid west, water law developed under the cloud of
scarcity, snd finds it origins in part in the law that developed
as a means of claiming discovered mineral resources in western
mining districts. Frontier justice, ini.tially simple, direct and
arbitrary, forms the basis for allocation, The time of claim
becomes of paramount importance in what is known as the
Appropriation Doctrine. First in time is first in right.
Registry or recotdation is a necessary companion, which tequires
governmental involvement and recognition. In turn this requires
a measurement of the withdrawal amount that can be beneficially
used on a particular ownership of land. The right attaches in
that amount to that land rather than to the original claimant.
Generally, the right persists and survives changing ownerships,
but is subject to cancellation ot abandonment fot failure to make
continuing beneficial use of the appropriated amount of water.

Priority of right in time then becomes the determinant of
allocating scarce water. Presuming that appropriation goes
unchecked, sooner or later each stream may become over-
appropriated so long as agricultural lands may be serviced, or
other beneficial use claims for municipal or industrial uses of
the water are filed.

However, any appropriation - even gross over-appropriation�
serves some purpose so long as it allocates water in the wettest
year of record. The rub, of course, comes in the many years
which ate not wet, and the situation is especially aggrieved in
those years that are inordinately dry, that is, the drought
years. It is worth noting at this point that there can be very
significant variations in the expected levels of flow in western
streams. Por example, prior to impoundment the Columbia River at
Revelstoke in Canada could vary by a factor of 100 over the years
of record. On a stream or river like that, the expectations of a
senior water right holder can be substantial; the expectations of
a very junior holder should be minimal. The problem is they
seldom are. And so the junior holder may have made investments
and planted acreage on the expectation of least average water.
ln theory then, half the time he should expect sufficient watet
for his purposes. Unfortunately, rarely does his planning
include the fact that he is likely to have less then he needs or
even no water by right at all, the other half of the time.

Conflict is heightened by the fact that the status of a senior
right is so great. as to discourage efficiency in his use. The
senior user can literally squander water while his junior
neighbor parches. Parenthetically, since the water is free, it
may be that only increasing power costs may lead to greater
efficiency in use.



Another problem is occasioned by changing land use pat'terna.
Priority rights are apt to be attached to the agricultural lands
that represented the pioneer usage. Subsequent urbanization and
industrialization mean that those munfcipal and industrial water
rights are junior to the hfstorfcal agricultural usage. Unless
the munfcipal or industrial entity has the legal ability and the
courage to purchase such senior rights away from the agricultural
lands - which often would be tantamount to destroying the
agricultural potential � what may be perceived by the majority of
citizens as the greatest good for the greatest number in the long
run will not be secured.

In addition to these kinds of problems, there are many others
associated with satisfying a broad range of societal values. In-
stream uses of water � fish and wildlife, recreation, aesthetics,
pollution dilution, recharge compete at some legal disadvantage
with the uses that are attended by withdrawal of the water, and
for the most part were not recognized as valuable fn the infancy
of western water law - when senior rights were claimed and
recognized as property.

Haturally, to address these and other similar issues, the
appropriation doctrine as it is evidenced in state statutes has
been mnbroidered and embellished with legislated means of
attemptfng to accommodate the 20th century. Transferability,
cancellation, establishment of minimum flows and possibly
recognitfon of them in the priority chain, prohibitions on
further appropriation, water resource planning and priorities
among beneficial uses, are among numerous means legislatures have
explored in au effort to provide more flexibility in water law.
And to some extent the courts have in recent years provided more
flexibility fn interpreting existing law. Adjudications of
rights preexisting recordation statutes have surfaced and
recognized Indian claims, for example, and these may comprehend
in-stream use. Other potential Indian and historical Federal
claims abound, some of which have been frustrated in recent
decisions, others of which await their day in court.

Well, how does this all fit with planning for a drought2

Obviously, there are benefits and burdens of a fairly definitive
and arbitrary scheme. "Them that has the water" knows it. "Them
that doesn' t" or whose right fs so junior as to be almost
meaningless should also know that. A drought then, as a matter
of law, is not the occasion for a great allocation of scarcity,
because that took place as the appropriations were made over tfme.

But what of the burdens 2 Is there any legal means of immediate
relief in sight for the holder of a junior right 2 Not much�
except for some humanitarian protection of enough water to drink
for him and his family.

For the latter day incidents of urbanization and
industrialization, the people in cities downstream from heavy
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agricuItural use and the factories that provide their jobs - not
much relief except what political pressure will force.

And similarly for the in-stream uses � not much hope in the short
term f or legal redress.

If there is not much that can be accomplished by appIication of
water law and the policy choices it expresses in time of drought,
how much of an inhibition is it to constructive governmental
actions that may be required?

In thinking about that question, I tried to refresh my mind about
all the major and minor crises that came to our attention during
the 1973 and 1977 droughts, and some of the governmental
responses that may or may not have been mitigative or at least
reassuring to a concerned populace.

The 1973 drought was a foretaste and of course was accompanied by
the OPEC oil embargo, which focused attention primarily on energy
issues. The Oregon legislature enacted a statute providing the
Public Utilities Cmsmlsslon with authority to set a curtailment
tariff and implement it. The governor of Oregon was provided
with special energy emergency powers. And the Legislature
authorized an abortive effort to recodify - or topically revise-
 l.e. not substantively! the Water Code. That year a half
legislative effort was never enacted.

But that was a relatively minor drought compared with what was to
come in 1977. What follows is merely a partial listing but it
indicates the diverse nature of the problems presented in 1977:

Municipal water supplies along the Oregon coast, dependent
upon natural underground reservoirs, evidenced depletion due
to excessive industrial use.

Ski resorts in inopportune locations, lacking snow as they
should have expected at least one third to one half the time,
pled for subsidies.

The top quartile of electrical service to BPA's Direct
Services Industries was restricted causing layoffs, due to
unavailability of nonfirm energy. This of course, is a
planned=for acccommodation of low water years. The cost of
such service is priced in contemplation of occasional
restriction, and the existence of such loads provide reserves
to the regional electrical system that would otherwise have
to be provided by standby resources.

Dcmestic wells went dry in certain isolated rural areas - and
emergency efforts to haul water were undertaken.

Municipalities curtailed non-essential use of water - lawn
watering, swimming pools and so on.
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Industries sought relief from onerous pollution control
standards in order to increase parts per million of pollution
to water dilution.

Release of water frrsr Federal Willamette River dame was
carefully coordinated with state water resources, pollution
control and fish and wildlife agencies to attempt to
accosssodate conflicting demands for spring fish migratfon,
summer pollution dilution, refill goals, and appropriation.

Experiments with land disposal of industrial wastes enjoyed
some success, and introduced a new appropriate technology.

The state purchased and trucked water tanks to ranch
locations in eastern Oregon where they could be filled from
water tankers and provided to thirsty - and sometimes
near-expiring livestock. Efforts to provide food to
supplement very limited grazing opportunity were less
successful. A good many cattle were killed because they
could not be fed.

For the first time, BPA working with Corps of Engineer and
the states provided for the release of storage to aid the
spring migration in the Columbia. Each spring since those
agencies and the federal fishery agencies have worked to
improve on a fishery operation plan, And of course, now,
with the Regional Council's Fish and Wildlife Program, a
water budget to satisfy some of those concerns has been
institutionalized as a firm constraint on the system.

Balances were struck respecting Federal reservoir levels,
attempting to accommodate existing water rights while at the
same time keeping boat launches wet and marina s in business.

Cloud-seeding became the preoccupation of the legislature,
with as many opponents from all sectors as proponents. The
potential ill-timed rainfalls posed as much of a threat to
some farmers as it suggested needed moisture to others. As I
recall, the eventual legislative draft was more regulatory
than enabling. It didn't pass. Idaho sued Washington and
Oregon, but before definitive law could be made, the natural
rains began.

Heightened forest fire danger was anticipated, budgeted for,
and di.dn't happen.

Hore support was evidenced for additional up-stream storage,
not onLy to augment agricultural and municipal supplies but
also to mitigate high temperature levels damaging to the fish
resource. But of course, the pathway to hell is paved with
those good intentions that are not realizable without
significant and timely public investment.



Farmers whose water rights were junior to minimum flows the
state had established in the John Day to protect the fishery
sought to override those minimum flows to withdraw water for
newly planted orchards.

Looking back over that admittedly partial list, how were
effective solutions to prob1ems crafted - when they were ~

To the extent thar. acconnnodation was found, by and large it
resulted from the thoughtful and creative participation of a
multitude of Federal, State and local bureaucrats using their
authorities as reasonably as they could. Reasonably aggressive
coordination was the necessary hand-maiden, and active, out--
spoken political leadership on the part of elected as well as
appointed officials was the spark that gave all the efforts a
sense of direction and the public validation without which a
de~ocracy can not respond to emergency or unforeseen
circumstances.

For those emergencies that the appropriate government could not
ameliorate, was water law the cause, or were unjustified hopes
and unwise investments the root of some citizens problems v
Frequently, the latter.

Indeed, were citizens willing to accept the realities of western
water law, namely, that it is not "fair in an egalitarian sense,
that its allocative ability is historical and not responsive to
changing circumstances, then those citizens would not make the
investments that leave them in such pickles as 1977 dealt out.

On the other hand, all that is not to say that both legislative
and litigative means shou1d not be sought to improve the
aptability of western water law, and to encourage public
pjanning and investments which will improve the life style of
more people and the habitat of more fish, as well as provide many
other societal benefits. But such efforts should be a continuing
citizen concern. Rarely in the midst of a drought can
appropriate and ccmprehensive legislative remedies be crafted.
Litigation, even if successful, is likely to provide only
retroactive relief. The standards which need to be met to secure
injunctive relief are usua11y insurmountable. And failure in a
Iitigative forum, and often in a legislative forum as well, is as
good as twice damned. Bad law � from whatever your perspective
of what's good � can be made. Thar. will simply increase the
burden and the unlikelihood of future reform.





record flows in the lower river have ranged from a high of
1,240,000 cfs in June to a low flow of 36.000 cfs in December, a
difference of more than thirtyfold.

Most Columbia and Snake River dame were developed primarily
for hydropower, are essentially run-of-the-river. They provide
little storage capacity. Construction of the three Canadian
storage projects in the early 1960's under the treaty approximately
doubled the storage capacity of the system, but even so, the total
storage capacity of the Columbia Basin is only about 22 percent of
average runoff, compared co 310 percent and 386 percent of the
MiSSOuri and ColOrado river baaina, reapeCtiVely.

In terms of system management for hydropower, this requires
planning based on worst-case conditions, on the amount of firm
energy that would be available during the period of historical
lowest stream flows. This "critical period" planning also assumes
a 9$ percent certainty that the reservoi.rs would refill each year
following these low flows,

The point that I want to make from this example is that since
by definition the critical period of low water does not occur
nearly as often as do median climatic conditions with higher
precipitation and runoff. many water users become accustomed to a
set of circumstances that lead them to expect and depend upon a
greater availability of water than they would if they understood
the planning constraints.

It is encouraging to me, however, that apparently the effects
of lower water conditions of the 1970's have not faded from memory,
and that a number of jurisdictions are now actively looking at the
characteristics of water supplies. Hard on the heels of a wec
winter and spring with more than its share of high wscer and
floods, a number of issues related to the limited availability of
water are being discussed, Various levels of government, including
the legislature, are reviewing items such as the status of ground
water supplies affected by excessive withdrawals from wells for
agriculture, competition by municipalities for runoff in adjacent
water sheds, minimum flows for instream purposes, and concerns
about land management and pollution control practices affecting
water quality, etc. Keep in mind that a low water emergency can
exist in wet conditions if the available water is not suitable for
use.

It also is encouraging that the 1983 Oregon Legislature passed
Senate Joint Resolution No. 3 calling for the Columbia River
Compact Commission to resume informal discussions, looking at means
to reconcile competing demands and improve the management of a
finite resource.

There is another recent development emphasizing'the need to
clarify rights and expectations among and between interests and
juriadiCtiOne. In the MonO Lake ruling about 6 weeks ago, Che
California State Supreme Court found that even a long-held water
right must, in times of low water, recognize and give full
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consideration to a common law right of the State called "public
trust." What this might mean in practice to us in the Northwest
isn't clear to me, but it is quite clear that in planning for low
water emergencies, we ought to think out the implications, not the
least of which perhaps is renewed interest in out � of-basin
transfers of water to the south.

Finally, let me give you one more example of where some
long-held tenets are being reexamined. This has to do with the
need for the Columbia Basin water and power managers to accommodate
an additional "hard constraint", the fisheries "water budget". in
reservoir system planning snd management. In this case, we need to
determine in advance the degree of hardness that the fisheries
water budget will have, compared to other hard operating
constraints, in s low water situation. This is not an easy
question to answer because the concept of hard operating
constraints is not clearly defined and depends to a large extent on
previously unchallenged practice foz its precedent,

To dare, flood control, firm energy, and reservoir refill have
been the principal hard operating constraints being massaged as
water and power managers seek to accommodate the fisheries water
budget, Needless to say, we are extraordinarily fortunate that
this learning process can occur in a time of energy surplus snd
abundant runoff.

In summary, I would suggest that the problems that must be
faced in preparing foz low water years will never become easier,
they can only become more difficult. One has to wonder why we
delay.





of' the New Deal paradtgm of centralized nattonal water plannfng left
the shape of the Northwest hydroelectric power fn the hands of re-
gional planners and congressional logrol1ers. While this arrangement
produced more regional control, ft alsa allowed key decisions to be
made fn low vfsibility technical reports and appropriations hearings,
largely out of the public spotlight. Wfth Cangress willing to bank-
roll a hydroelectric system that surpassed the region's immediate
needs, BPA employed its marketing autharfty to maintain and expand
electric consumptive industries first lured to the region by defense
contracts in World War II. Just as important, the agency forged in-
stitutional links with the region's private util~ties to coordinate
demand forecasts. High forecasts induced more water projects; more
projects meant that BPA could market power to industries and private
utilitfes after supplytng the needs of fts preference customers.
Cheap federally produced power became the engine drfving regional
economic growth.

The partnership era af the 1950s solidified the role of private util-
tttes as an tntegral element of the regional power puzzle. The pri-
vate uttlttfes gafned lang-term BPA power contracts and took advan-
tage of a maratortum on new federal project starts to secure licenses
for their own hydroelectric projects. Diversfty of project owner-
shi'P tnduced BPA to broadly construe fts authorities to wheel non-
federal power tn order to increase regional efficiency. Of even
greater long-term signfficance, private and public utili tfes collab-
orated on ffnanctng arrangements that enabled the equity-short public
utilities to construct a number of projects, most notably on the mfd-
Columbta. Thts kind of cooperattve ffnancfng would become a keystone
of the regton's approach to thermal plant construction in the 1960s
and 1970s.

The "golden age" of the 1960s witnessed maturation of the hydro-
electric system. Ratificatfon of the Columbia River Treaty doubled
the basin's storage capacity and promoted a series of contractual
arrangements that increased system coordination and interregional
power sales. In a classic example of achieving short-term gains at
the cost of long-term losses, power surpluses were dissipated by a
coupling af power sales to industrial customers. Coupled with an
expanston of the planning horizon, increased industrial power sales
produced forecasts of power shortages. With large hydroelectric
sttes all but exhausted, the region formulated plans to develop
thermal pawer plants.

The transition to an integrated hydrothermal system proved to be a
difficult and controversial one. The initial Hydro-Thermal Power
Program foundered when rising construction costs overtaxed BPA's
financing scheme and the IRS limited the tax advantages available to
project sponsors of federally backed plants. Phase 2 of the program,
ffnanced without federal guarantees but still with significant fed-
eral responsibflity for manipulating streamflows to meet peak power
demands, was even shorter lived. Formulated by Bonnevflle and its
customers wfthout public involvement, the program was enjoined by the
courts for violating NEPA, which proved to be perhaps the most cast-
effective decisfon of the decade, In effect, the court rulings re-
flected the program's lack of political legitimacy. The considerable
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costs of thermal plants, both in terms of increasing rates and their
spillover costs to the environment and the region's fish runs, made
it clear that decisions about expanding the electrfc system could not
be made by technical experts alone, A broader regional consensus
was necessary.

That consensus produced the 1980 Power Planning and Conservation Act,
with its cossaftments to open processes, shared powers, and enterprise
liabf lfty. But while the Act's emphasis on conservation, environ
mental quality, and f'fsh and wildlffe protection constitutes a re-
jection of some of the premises of the Hydro-Thermal Power Program,
it maintafns long-standfng principles of utility dfversi ty, public
preference, and industrial power sales. However, none of these prin-
ciples will be quite the same in the post-Act era. For example,
utility diversity has been assured largely by what amounts to an
expansion of preference to include the residential and sma11 farm
consumers of pr fvate utfli ties. The costs of thfs preference expan-
Ston are to be recouped through fncreased rates paid by existing fn-
dustrfal customers, who agreed to increased rates in return for the
planning certainty that came with new long-term contracts.

More fundamentally, the Act represents a dramatic departure from the
New Deal model of broad charters to federal administrators. Through-
out the post-war era, electric polfcymaking was made largely by BPA
and its customers, coupled with congressional acquiescence and ap-
propriations. The detailed provisions of the 1980 statute indicate
that Congress wished to narrow considerably the agency's statutory
8andates, 161'le there remains considerable administrative dfscretion ~
ft seems clear that this discretion will be subject to more active
cengresstonal oversight fn the future. Moreover, in creating the
Power and Conservation Planning Council and dfrecting it to chart the
regton 's energy future, Congress made a significant reallocation of
power to the states. Although BPA has indicated it does not believe
it fs bound by the Council's dfrectives, it remains to be seen whether
the agency will attempt to test this interpretation.

Finally, in addition to greater congressional oversight and more
authority to the states, the Act promises public involvement in all
regtonal power decisions. While the public nature of streamflows
has not been seriously challenged since the Progressive conservation
movement, regional hydroelectric polfcymakers frequently sacrificed

bltc tnvolvement fn the name of administrative expertise. Unfor-
unately, the practical effect of unfettered administrative discretion

Qs been an emphasis on the short-term at the expense of the long-term,
and utility and industrial customer access to decision-makers at the
expense of the general public. The Act's coanIftment to open pro-
cesses is a recogni tfon that the region can no longer afford to make
policies that are not informed by public coanent and that cannot
withstand public challenges in the courts. Although pub'lic coaIaent
and judicial review have been attacked as dilatory and inefficient,
ft seems clear that the benefits of ensurirg sound administrative
decisionmaking far exceed the costs of delays. The lessons of the
past indicate that the long-term costs of poor decisions are simply
too high for the region not to encourage active, vigorous, and
critical public debate on the region's electric future.
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Questions and Answers-Panel I.

fn the guestion and Answer period, Professor Michael Blusmi comnented
on the water budget concept which was adopted by the Northwest Power
Planning Council in November 1982. He stated that this was a new
constraint which was placed on the systems operation of the hydro-
electric system. In answering Dale Evans' query on how hard a constraint
this was, Professor Blunwi stated it was not as firm as such non-power
constraints as Flood Control, but it appeared to be more of a constraint
than the refill and secondary generation constraints. He suggested that
the efficacy of the water budget should be studied by the Northwest
Power Planning Council to insure that it is meeting its objective of
permitting the smolts  young migrating salmon! to reach the ocean, with
minimal loss of the run.

Addressing the question of what priority instream users of' the river
 e.g., fisheries! have in a drought year, Ms. Janet McClennan stated
that the instream uses generally get short-changed. Under western water
law, she stated that the senior users have first right to the water. If
the river or stream is heavily appropriated, the instream uses will
probably be last in line for the water. She maintained that this would
have dire consequences for fish and wild1ife, in a low-water year. She
also suggested that recreational use of the river would be impacted,
and navigation could be affected if the low-water condition was severe,
and of long duration.

Also addressing this question, Professor 81usm stated there needs to be
a much clearer picture of the priorities of use, in a low-water year for
the Columbia River. He suggested a study might be in order to evaluate
the efficacy of the entire system and how it is operated. This study
could investigate the legal basis, the history and the effectiveness of
all the constraints on the system in order to determine if the flexi-
bi'Iity of the system was being utilized to maximize the benefits for
all competing water users.



Elaborating on this proposed study, Professor Blumm stated the study
could describe the constraints, purposes, an4 admfnistrative dis-
cretion that is naw be1ng exercised in operating the system on an
annual basis. It could evaluate the costs and benefits of exerc1sfng
administrative dfscretfon under different flaw regimes, and could
suggest envfromnentally preferable alternatives, The stu4y could
also ana1yze mitigation measures, and could propose changes in the
operation of the system, on a system-wide basis, 1f it proved
necessary. This study would be subject to substantial public review
and cottnient.

In other words, Professor Blumm suggested that a "systems operational
environmental impact statement" was needed. By scrutinfzing the
system, he ma1ntained that a more flexible system could be developed.
He thought this type of study might show that more water would be
ava11able for use in average water years, and that the water might
be better used in critical water years than in the past. The study
would also involve more people 1n the decision-making process, an4
would expose the administrative discretion that is now being exer-
cised to publfc coment and review.

A quest1on was raised regarding the "national oblfgation" to augment
the water supply of the Colorado River, and how this "obligation"
woul4 f1t into the priorities of wate~ usage for the Columbia River.
Professor Bluen pointed out that Senator Henry Jackson   D-Washington!
had imposed a moratorium regarding any inter-bas1n transfer of water
regard1ng the Columb1a River until 1997. Thus, this would be a moot
point until then, unless Congress reverses this decision.

Regarding the establishment of min1mum fnstream flows, the question
was asked whether ar not this constituted a "taking of the
irr1gators' water  property! rights in a drought condition".
Ms. McClennan stated that it cauld be considered a taking. She
stated that, generally, the irrfgator would be the "senior user" of
the water and, under western water law, would have first right to
the water. If the water, in a low-water year, was given to some
other use, without any compensation, some legal recourse might be
in order.

Professor Blumm interjected that there may be some movement away
from this position. Referring ta a recent decision by the California
Supreme Court, National Audubon Society vs. Superior Court of Alpine
County, Feb. 1983  known as the Mano Lake Decision!, he stated the
courts suggested that the public trust doctrine forecloses the
argument of "first in time, first in rfght". This decision main-
tained that the instream uses of the water, under California law,
cannot be ignored. Professor Bluom did state that the Mono Lake
decision did not fully address the question of compensation and
that, being a California decision, it did not apply to other states.
However, he did suggest that this exercise of the public trust
doctrine has cast new light on appropriation of water among users
in a drought condition.

Referring to the recent Fish and Wildlife Plan adopted by the
Northwest Power Planning Counc11  Nov. 1982!, a question was raised
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on how much lost irrigation, lost production of energy and personal
hardship can the public afford at the expense of maintaining and
preserving the salmon resource. Professor B1mnn stated recent research
has attempted to quantify the cost of the region of this salmon resource
over the past 20 years. He pointed that it still is not clear what we
are losing. He emphasized studies should be conducted which would
analyze and demonstrate the opportuni ties to operate the Columbia River
System to maximize the competing resources, With a better informational
base, better decisions can be made which will ultimately maximize the
social welfare.
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Regardless of availability, the management of water
resources in the pacif ic Northwest has faced three major
problems. First, among the general public there exists a
deeply held belief that water is an unlimited resource
which can be used as a matter of right. Second, while
many agencies and organizations plan for and exploit
surface and ground water resources throughout the
region, only a limited degree of coordination and even
less joint planning take place. Therefore, we f ind
areas of unintended overutilization and holes in our
resource planning ef forts. Third, when conflicts arise,
no agency or commission short of the judiciary is
empowered to settle disputes. This means that during
times of crisis, important decisions may have to await
f ree time on a judge ' s calendar, rather than more
ef f ective and ef f icient administrative remedies.

Given that we live in a region where much of the
commercial activity is either directly or indirectly
linked to our water resources, these three problems are
paramount to the economic viability of the region. When
droughts come, as they have nineteen times since the
turn of the century, these bu ilt-in constraints greatly
exacerbate the problem of reducing the economic and
social dislocation which mother nature has forced
upon us.

From the perspective of anticipating the impacts of
future droughts, we can learn some things from the past.
The drought of 1976-1977 cost the economy of Washington
state $650 million. Nany of the decisions which were
made during that drought were made on an ad hoc, trial-
by-error basis. The region lacked a carefully designed
and coordinated response. Yet through the hard work of
many individuals and agencies and the opportune arrival
of the rains, we managed to cope.
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Six years have now passed and we still lack a
regional response plan. Our ability to anticipate the
impacts of future droughts and avoid possible disaster
has been improved in some ways. Plans exist to provide
adequate flows of water during the spring to insure that
the spring salmon escape into the ocean and to provide
the region with a rational development of electricity
over the next twenty years. Yet, we now lack institu-
tional actors like the Columbia River Basin Commission
or the Northwest Federal Regional Council, which can
bring various parties � at-interest together. We are also
placing greater pressure on the f inite supply of water
we have through increased urbanization and industriali-
zation. Last, many agencies have lost their institu-
tional memories as personnel who experienced the last
drought changeJ missions within their agency or changed
jobs or left the issue area altogether.

To complicate what is already a difficult policy
issue, three additional variables need to be factored
into any analysis of the region's water use formula.
First and foremost is a total lack of serial correlation
between water years. The amount of water available in
any one year has little relationship to the amount of
water in any second year. During the decade of the
l970s we had three drought years, two flood years and
f ive "normal" years. Variability is the pattern
and the question is one of anticipating when a non-
normal year will occur and what impacts it will have.

A second variable exists within the composition of
the community of water users. Too of ten we ident if y
classes of users  including irrigated agriculture, f ish
and wildlife protection and mitigation, pollution,
abatement, power production, recreation and transporta-
tion! and pretend that all individuals or groups under
that class have identical interests. This, of course,
is untrue even when the interest seeks to prevent a
unif ied case supporting its unique contributions to the
regiOnal eCOnOmy. For eXample, all irrigated agriCul-
tural interests are not the same. Great conflicts exist
between junior and senior appropriators. Another area
of latent conflict exists between publicly owned and
investor owned utilities. In point of fact, great
variance exists within user group communities making the
validity of any policy preference questionable.

A f inal source of variation is the direct result of
activities within the political process. The Northwest
Power Planning and Conservation Act  PL-96-50l! is only
the most recent example of how new legislation can alter
existing relationships between and among user groups as
well as congressionally mandated def initions of desira-
ble public policy. Congress, state legislatures, and
the courts should not be viewed as static actors who
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only validate the status quo. Great changes have been
brought about by all three institutions and more changes
should be anticipated.

The papers which follow address some of the issues
related to anticipating the impact of future low water
years, as well as applying the lessons of the past to
our current ef forts.

The first paper by Joel Haggard addresses insti-
tutional considerations faced by water managers. Mr.
Haggard pos its two important questions for analysis.
F irst, "Do We Know What We Are Dealing With?" Second,
given the vagaries of the water management system, "What
Are We Going To Do About It' ?"

The next four papers represent the views of specia-
lized groups impacted by droughts. Merrill Schultz
explains how the regional power system operates and the
manner of the power industries' response to the last low
water emergency. Mr. Schultz concludes with some
observations on how power planners are responding to the
F ish and Wildlife Program adopted by the Northwest Power
Planning Council. These concluding remarks serve
to partially introduce peter willing, who served as the
f ish and wildlife consultant to the Northwest Conserva-
tion Act Coalition during the development of the Power
council's Fish and wildlife Program. Dr. willing urges
the development of f ishery sensitive criteria in any low
water program.

While much of the region's attention has focused on
f ish and wildlife concerns versus the generation of
electricity, during low water years the region's produc-
tive industries suffer greatly. Two of great importance
to the regional economy are agriculture and aluminum.
James Trull. of the Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District
addresses the problems faced by agricultural water
users. The last speaker representing a specific user is
Sruce Mizer, who addreSSes the role of the direct0 *
service industry  DSIs! . Mr. Mizer explain s how
the DSIs operate and addresses their ability to respond
to power cutbacks resulting from low water conditions.

"Due to conflict, Mr. Haggard was unable to attend the
Conference. He prepared this paper fOr delivery at the
Conf erence.

**The DISs are a group of 15 industrial cuetOmers who
purchase large blocks of powe~ directly from Sonneville
Power Administration.
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The problems of droughts are likely to be regional
in nature and the last speaker, Dr. Peter Heaulieu,
explain s that water resource conflicts similar to those
found on the Columbia are likely to appear in Central
Puget Sound too.
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Institutional Considerations
Joel Haggard
Haggard, Tousley, and Brain

"Institutional Considerations in Managing Low
Water Year Emergencies." The lofty description of
"Institutional Considerations" may be easier handled by
breaking it down into two issues: Do we know what we
are dealing with? And what are we going to do about it?

I. Do We Know What We Are Dealin With?

There are many types of data that relate to low
water year emergencies. At first glance, it might
appear that we have ample information for dealing with
low water year emergencies. Historic data on stream
flows have been accumulated. Tributary and main-stem
flow relationships have been modeled. Impoundments,
withdrawals and return flow rates have been studied.
Numerous water-related state agencies and the various
operational and resource-oriented federal agencies have
conducted many quantification studies. And certainly
the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission' s work
provides an integrable framework for a decisional
matrix. So it would appear that the informational basis
for water allocation and utilization decisions is more
than adequate.

The apparent adequacy of information for allocation
decisions in non-crisis years, however, may disappear
when the crisis comes. Low water years are reality, not
a probability function of historic flow rates. The
natural volume of water flow in any one year is virtually
independent of prior years in the Northwest. In the 70's
there were only two flood years on the Columbia �972 and
1974!. During that same period there were three drought
years  l973, 1977 I 1979!. The predictability of future
flows, so necessary in managing our present resources,
may be but a discomforting illusion when faced with the
reality of a drought.
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We have all heard about an irrigator with water
rights in excess of actual use. Do we know how many af
these irrigators there are, or what would be the result
on all irrigatars if there were a pro-rata reduction in
allocation rather than a junior/senior cut off? The
junior/senior cut off does nat account far the fact that
a junior appropriatar has often made as much of an
investment as the senior and, in terms of bankruptcy and
human misery, the junior's plight will be just as bad,
for mortgage payments unfortunately cantinue even in
drought years. Can pro-rata reductions for future
appropriations allow everyone ta exist on an emergency
basis, or will they just double tbe bankruptcies? We
don't have the data ta know. Similarly, do we knaw the
economic ar ecological effects of cutting the pawer
generator ta benefit the anadromous fish or vice versa?

We cannot even say with certainty what water is
legally available to us taday. Many water rights are
unadjudicated. The quantity of legal claims potentially
available to the Indian nations or the Federal Govern-
ment is undecided. With such uncertainties and claims,
what residual autharity do our states, individually and
collectively, really have over the water resource2
Should uses be limited in light of these uncertainties2
Limitation af uses assumes that we accept as a
constraint the existence of a minimum base flow in a
river and then permit diversions only as actual flaw is
available above that. Does this require a no-growth
management philosophy for our people and their land
use? Is this what we want for our region today and
tomorrow? If so, what is the effect upon people, the
economy and the quality of life af our area? Is this
concept cansistent with aur perspective of aur water
resaurces and their relationship to the maintenance and
enhancement of the quality of life in our area2 Should
more water be made available? We cannot make new water,
but perhaps we can use the water we have more
efficiently.

Without a praper data base, we are limited in
efforts to formulate a coherent policy. For example,
suppose we respond ta the plight of the junior appro-
priator with short-term legislative relief actions like
loan payment moratariums or gavernment suppart. This
may trigger responsive actions by other affected
political constituencies. Hence the usual legislative
response is predictably ta hasten granting well-drilling
permits and making temporary allocations of surface
waters. But this in turn can affect natural recharge
and withdrawals in the ensuing years, or can deplete the
water resaurce so it is unable to support a viable
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fisher,ies resource during the drooght. Short-term
respanses predicated upon the immediacy of a drought
create their own set of problems, the data base for
which is uncertain at best.

An adequate data base is only the first step. All
the information in the world is oseless unless the
institution wants to and can develap and implement a
plan of action.

I suggest that the priorities far and support of
resource agencies are presently destroctive of informed,
quality decisian-making in law water years. Consider by
example the utilization of ground water resources in
Oregon. In many instances we learn that pumping is
outpacing the natoral recharge of the aquifers. While
Oregon law requires the prevention of unreasonable
ground water declines, Water Resources Director James
Sexson was reported in the April 10, 19S3 Portland
Oregonian as saying he "has been hamstrung in efforts to
halt the decline by bodget cuts, loss of staff members
and the 1ack of administrative rules to guide enforce-
ment actions." These real institutional constraints
operate restrictively during non-emergency periods i n
planning for and developing information and procedures
necessary to handle low water years when they occur.
The problem is exacerbated in drought years. What this
example indicates is that such institotional constraints
practically inhibit our present ability ta determine
actual ~ights to water use and the effect of temparary
actions under drought conditions.

We are faced in a low water year with an informa-
tional base which does not adequately nor accurately
establish what rights exist or what the consequences are
of cutting back on different users or uses.

Protection against unforeseen or adverse reductions
in water availability is usually predicated upon a
margin of safety, a reserve ratio, a contingency factor

however it be phrased. What is a proper margin of
safety? How is it effected � increasing minimum stream
flaws, across the board reductions in appropriation
requests, or what? Here, our data fall. shart of
adequate. At present, we deal with low water years by
cutting aff the juniar appropriator to ensure water to
the senior appropriator. Viewed slightly differently,
we maintain a "reserve" equal ta the flows in excess of
historic lows, with the rights to the excess  used by
the junior appropriators! treated as an interruptible
right. Although I believe that this role should be
maintained for existing apprapriators, I also recognize
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that we simply do not have the data to evaluate
alternatives, particularly during the immediacy of a low
~ater year and for future allocation requests.

Unless unduly conservative margins af safety are
built into our appropriation system, then it is safe ta
predict that crisis decision-making will be necessary to
allocate and enforce water resource availability in
low-water years. The intensity and geographic scope af
such decision-making may be mitigated by the margin of
safety � but what margin do we now have?

As good as our informational base is about actual
flows, we can only suspect the dimensions of the paper
over-appropriation problem. I do not mean ta say, and I
am quick to correct any misimpression, that paper over-
appropriation has been done by design or by neglect.
What I do mean to say is that conservativeness in
predicting needed water supplies dictates the respanse of
applying far rights which may be in excess af prajected
use. The passage of time tends to blur records if in
fact records are available for all appropriations or use
by custom or riparian right. A primary emphasis in our
institutional inquiry must be to develop the data that
answer the questions: Wha is using how much? How badly
do they need it? And, What happens if they are cut
back? Such data base need not be exhaustive or complete

but its quality should be symmetric with the quality of
the decisians which must be made. Only with those
answers can institutions begin to plan for crisis low
water years.

II. What Are We Goin To Do About It?

Earlier I stated that I da not support abandoning
the junior/senior appropriation distinction for present
allocations. This does not mean, however, that more
innovative methods of allocation might not be used in
creating water appropriation rights in the future. And
I do hear more frequently of such methods. Institutions
may distinguish between that which has been done and
that which is yet to be done. What I suggest is that
reliance upon our existing legal base for water rights
would indicate that institutianal efforts should be less
directed at the rights already granted <but not as to
how much they are for! and more at future allacations
where financial investments based upan possession of
water rights have yet to be made.

One often-heralded approach is ta conserve our
present resources. The Regional Conservation a Electric
Power Plan � 1983  Draft! articulates throughout such an
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appraach. BPA is directed to select resources far
acquisition starting with conservation. Pish and
wildlife resources are not just to be protected, but
enhanced. Power � Pish -- bath place differing demands
upon the water resources, and future permits may indeed
reflect environmental ar resource protection conditions
not previausly seen in permits. The implication to the
irrigator, for example, could be immediate - in terms of
a condition ta use certain types of water-conserving
practices or equipment. The effect could be more
systemic in that requests for water might be denied ar
granted only upon pro-rata or total interruptian of
water supplies.

Such a concept of enforcing conservation goals
through permit conditions, is consistent with NEPA's
instruction that we act as a trustee af the environment
for future generations The concept is nat inconsistent
with water law dictates to consider maximum net benefits
and the social justice goal af opportunity for all.
What then do we do institutionally to prepare to respond
to these approaches prior to the immediacy af a
drought?

This does not suggest that emerging governmental
actions to plan respanses to future droughts will be
limited to restricting or conditioning new appropriation
in the broad sense of withdrawals, ar impoundments or
minimum stream flows. Given adequate institutional
directions or pressures, it is canceivable that
recapture efforts will be initiated. Failure to put
water to a beneficial use for required periods, unless
excepted by statute as for draught, is a presently
available basis for increasing the availability {but not
the quantity! of water. We hear of requirements for
manitoring and reporting actual water usage ta pravide a
governmental decision basis for recapture. Are such
institutianal steps the farerunner af recapture efforts?

The policy dimensians of these and other administra-
tive toals now available may give us a margin of safety
within the present law. But we may still find aur
choices restricted by the vagaries of seasonal stream
flaws. Restrictians in water availability may be more
severe for future users wha find it impossible to
finance a development when a banker observes that water
availability appears 90% predictable only every 4th year
or sa. How do we provide the food, the power, the
recreation and fish for expanding populatians if we view
water as a limited resource? Must the competition
between instream flows for anadromous fish, diversians
for irrigation and hydroelectric power productian be
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resolved to the absolute detriment of anyone? Can there
be a reasonable compromise?

Ne must do more than simply ask questians; we must
seek answers through informed judgments. Choices will
become necessary. Far the logical result of resource
limitation is conflict.

Conflicts among river uses are already
occurring in aur increasingly severe and low
water years. If demands on the available
resource continue ta grow as projected, the
campetition for the existing storage supplies
will increase substantially in the next
decade. Past flexibilities are fast
disappearing. Decisions on the use of
existing supplies far hydropower irrigation
in supplementing minimum instream flows will
involve a definite limit in allocation to one
or more of the competing uses.

United States Army Corps of Engineers, Columbia River
and Tributaries RevieW Study - Planning ISSues
Columbia and Lover Snake Rivers, V-l6  l976!.

Conflicts can and do occur whenever two parties
desire the same object: but, the conflict resalution is
easier when the parties recognire that they share the
same objective. What perspective af our water
resources can we all share which will direct us to a
common objective? The perspective which I believe we
all share is that our water resources are a single
natural resource with interdependent relationships
between the land and the people which are affected by
the water use. This perspective suggests a goal for
all work on water resaurce allocation, whether in flaad
or drought years: that being to maintain and enhance
the quality of life for the people, the industry, the
animals, the birds and the fish which depend upon or
relate ta the water resource.

Each of us has a different perspective as ta water' s
value, worth, advantages, and uses. Our perspectives
are fashioned by our individual histories � particularly
persanal, educational, occupatianal, and recreational.
But regardless of our individual perspectives of water
and its uses, there is but ane supply of water.

The use of our water resource, particularly acute in
drought years, when each use or user may not be capable
of coexisting with each other use or user, requires a
system of allocation which would preclude systematic
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limitation of palitically or legally weak users. An
effective allocation system must account for a diversity
af interests and demands because of the pluralistic
interests, federal, state, and local, in our water
resource. Such a system must take into account the
relationship af demand to supply, varyi ng with seasonal,
annual, and local fluctuations, where ane use impinges
upon another. It must be based upon the concerns,
perceptians, decisional rules, and mechanisms for change
commonly accepted by all water users and other affected
political constituences.

The choice of an allocating system is a political
one, not an economic one, although the two viewpoints
abviously interrelate. The problem we share is when and
how to establish a system which pravides for consensus,
and for constraint when cansensus fails. No politically
responsive entity can afford ta improve anather entity
at its own expense. The political issue, therefore, may
depend on whether our elected representatives and thei r
constituents perceive draught planning to be better or
warse than piecemeal respanse to specific drought con-
ditions. No present gavernmental ent:ity has authority
symmetric with the interrelated water resources of our
region. Institutional rearrangements may be necessary
to provide a framework for decisional planning.

An institutional system to deal with aur water
resources should build upon what we know and accept. It
should provide a generic method of dispute resolutian
that recognizes the reasonable claims of each party
without sacrificing the interests of uninvolved or
politically inactive users. A reasonable accommodation
must be made between instream and out-of-stream water
users, and among users in each category. Recognition
shauld be given to future needs and the reality that
present perceptions of reasonable uses will vary. All
users should be represented. Non-participation or
nonresponsiveness should be discouraged. While these
ideals suggest the desirability of continued innovation
within existing law, it may suggest all of us broaden
our perspectives to recagnize other viewpoints.

Three drought years in the 70's � a reality which
will recur. Should we nat understand, plan and act to
avoid the immediacy and distractions - financial, human
and political � that will buffet aur institutians ?





same structure will serve in the future, and it can be
reinstituted on relatively short notice.

It is important to note at the outset that the elec-
tric utilities of the Region intend to manage adverse
hydro conditions by provision of adequate resources to
meet customer demand under those conditions, without
reliance upon emergency management devices. In other
words, the industry plans on the basis of being able to
meet forecasted load with recurrence of the worst his-
torical streamflows and reasonable performance of other
resources; by itself, occurrence of streamflow within
the historical range should not constitute an emergency.
It is only when the industry cannot achieve this intent,
or when one of the factors of the balance is outside the
defined range, that low water will result in a perceived
emergency. Practically speaking, though, whatever the
basic cause might be, there will not be an electric
energy shortage in the Northwest unless there is low
water.

The Power Su 1 S stem

Understanding the nature of an electric energy short-
age in the Northwest, and the mechanism necessary to
deal with it, requires a grasp of the basic character-
istics of our unique power supply system:

1. A Re ional S stem -- The electric utilities of the
four-State area, whether publicly owned, investor
owned or Federal, plan and operate their resources
on a Regional basis. This situation came about
largely as a result of our hydro-electric base.
Reliance upon hydro plants, generally located far
from major load centers, has led to the construction
of a true transmission grid over the Region, rather
than a group of self-sufficient concentrated areas
connected by limited interties. Northwest electric
utilities commonly participate in generating facili-
ties without regard to the plant's location in the
Region. As a result, there is no practical way that
a deficient utility or political subdivision can be
electrically isolated from the rest; we must act
Regionally.

2. An Ener -Critical S stem -- Although the marginal
resources of the Region are not hydroelectric  and
much attention is focused on them!, the Region's
power supply system is still based on hydroelectric-
ity. In the current operating year, 1982-83, even
with adverse water, more than 755 of the electric
energy consumed in the Region would have been gener-
ated at hydroelectric plants. In this unique sys-
tem, the critical factor in the power supply balance
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is energy, rather than peaking capability. Peaking
capability can still be augmented by adding more
units at existing dams, but the energy capability of
a hydroelectric facility is limited by water; addi-
tional units do not produce additional Kilowatt-
hours.

3. A Stora e-De endent S stem � Natural streamflows in
the power streams of the Northwest vary enormously
within a year. These flows peak in the late spring
and summer, as the winter snow melts, and they are
at their lowest levels in the winter, when even the
heaviest precipitatian normally remains frozen in
the mountains. On the other hand, Regional electric
energy requirements have precisely the opposite pat-
tern, peaking in the cold weather and having their
lowest levels in summer. Electric utilities have
become highly dependent upon reservoir storage to
match hydro generation to load. Reservoirs are nor-
mally drafted starting in the early fall and are
filled in late spring and summer. During the cold-
est months more than half of the observed flaw of
the Columbia River, as measured at The Dalles, is
provided by releases of water fram upstream reser-
voirs. If the system were to exhaust its reservoir
storage at such a time, the power system would be
physically unable to serve between one-third and
ane-half of its customers' energy requirements.

4. A stem De endent on Variable Un redictable Flaws
The volume of streamflow in the Columbia River

from year to year is extremely variable, over a
range of about three-to-one. The range of energy
potential represented by that spread is enormous,
well over l00 billion killowatt-hours. The reser-
voir storage has some ability to mave naturally
occurring runoff from one year to another, but that
capability is limited. Total storage in the Colum-
bia River drainage is about one-third of the average
annual runoff; in contrast, both the Calorado and
Missouri systems have storage capability amounting
ta several times the annual average runoff of those
streams. And despite the long-term efforts of all
the expertise which could be mustered, no way of
forecasting a year's runoff in advance of the year
has been found. There is essentially zero serial
correlation from year to year, and na reliable inde-
pendent index for prediction appears to exist.
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Nature of the Emer enc

The nature of an electric energy shortage in the
Northwest, together with the method of treating it, is
dictated by the system characteristics described above.
The shortage will not wait until reservoirs are actually
empty; if that point should be reached, there would be
no choices left to the manager. Energy production would
be limited to the equivalent of the water flowing into
the system, and in mid-winter that would require load
curtailments of one-third to one-half the total demand.
That would be a disaster. Avoiding it calls for ration-
ing of electricity usage well in advance of that time,
on the basis that the first increment of lost energy has
a disproportionately lower cost than higher increment's.
That is, a 10% curtailment for ten months has a much
lower Regional cost than a 508 cutback for two months,
even though the Kilowatt-hours are the same.

Thus, the earlier that rationing is started, the less
hurtful it is -- if it turns out to have been necessary.
But the earlier curtailment is begun, the greater is the
risk that rains will come and show that the cost, how-
ever low, was unnecessary. In addition, "crying wolf"
too frequently will reduce the people's willingness to
respond in future, possibly real emergencies. Effective
management of an imminent energy shortage therefore
calls for comprehensive understanding of the power sup-
ply system and extraordinary sensitivity to the trade-
offs involved in any decision.

General Form of the Mana ement Plan

Before the 1973 crisis occurred, there had been much
discussion of the likelihood of electric energy short-
ages, but no one had done much work on the development
of a shortage management plan. The most recent model
available to the industry, when the situation became
apparent in 1973, was the program employed by the Brit-
ish Central Electricity Generating Board during the coal
miners' strike in that country a year or two earlier.
That program was effected through "rotating blackouts,"
the sequential opening of distribution feeder lines. A
schedule was determined and published, showing the time
and duration of disconnectian of each feeder, and the
people were expected to reorganize their lives around
these periods of interruption.

Work began on the provision of such a scheme in this
Region through the Northwest Power Pool, but it was not
long before the concept was abandoned, for several rea-
sons:
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Except for the symbolic value of maintaining
public awareness of the crisis, it is not a very
effective means of rationing energy. People
merely scheduled their heavy uses of energy
around the schedule of interruptions.

It was extremely disruptive to the economy and
inequitable in its effects. Some continuous-
process customers had to shut dawn completely,
and competitive commercial establishments had
unequal losses due to the diversity of the sched-
ule.

Personal dislocation through total interruption
was often severe ~

Through exemption of feeders serving "critical"
facilities  hospitals, police and fire stations,
etc.!, a surprisingly large portion of the popu-
lace would not share in the burden � in some
utilities in the Narthwest, 30-405 of the inter-
ruptible circuits were found to have critical"
facilities.

- There were serious questions of liability, if
someone were damaged by a utility deliberately
cutting off service. The CEGB is an arm of the
British government and, acting as agent for the
government, was immune from such charges.

There were major concerns about inequities due
to jurisdictional diversity. State' public ser-
vice commissions generally have no jurisdiction
over pubIicly owned utilities, and no State agen-
cy has authority over BPA. It appeared impracti-
cal to put together a uniform program in which
utilities were mandated to open switches. In
Britain, the CEGB is not only an agency of the
central government, but it is also the only util-
ity.

CEGB crews, who had to go from substation to
substation to open and close switches on a rigid
schedule, were totally exhausted after one month
of the program, and we were expecting a shortage
of much longer duration.

We proposed, instead, a rationing program imposed by
Regionally-coordinated civil authority  the States,
through the Governors! directly upon the individual cus-
tomer. The customer would be required to reduce his
usage below a defined base-period quantity, and it would
be left to the customer to decide how to manage this
requirement. The utilities would step out of the line



of authority but would supply the necessary information
to the States regarding customer compliance and would
advise the States on the power situation. It would be
left to the States to determine the allocation of burden
among customer classes, together with an appeal mech-
anism for exemption and adjustment of base-period usage.

This concept was generally accepted in the 1973 cri-
sis, but there were notable lapses in Regional coordi-
nation. Following that emergency, and particularly as
the magnitude of the 1977 drought became apparent, the
States in cooperation with the utilities developed the
scheme more fully. From the standpoint of the utility
industry, I believe the process worked quite effectively
in 1977, and it will work the next time.

The major problem remains determining how much to do
and when. If this kind of scheme is expected to play a
frequent role in future power management, it is impor-
tant that the States each maintain a staff of career
people who are intimately familiar with the power sys-
tem. The complexity of the power system, the nature of
risks involved and the range of options available mili-
tate against making management decisions concurrently
with acquiring an education about the system.

Fish 6 Wildlife Considerations

The electric utilities of the Northwest plan and
operate the power system within a set of non-power
requirements, which are treated as hard constraints,
once established. These requirements are generally
imposed by license, in the case of non-Federal facili-
ties, or authorizing legislation, for Federal Projects.
Frequently, the actual quantification of these require-
ments is accomplished through interpretation, negoti-
ation or judgment of an intent expressed more generally
in the statue or license. Although there might be
debate about the need for a particular measure, once the
measure is adopted by the entity having authority, it is
treated as a first-priority constraint in all power mat-
ters. This holds true for all such measures, whether
adopted for fish, flood control, recreation, navigation
or irrigation. This concept is stated explicitly in the
Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement, the basic
guide to hydro operation in the Northwest. And these
requirements take priority over power, regardless of the
energy situation; the first "fish flush" was ordered in
1977, during the worst runoff in history.

I do not propose to debate here the need or desir-
ability of any non-power requirement. The Regional Pow-
er Planning Council published its Fish and Wildlife
Program in November, 1982; debate will continue before



that body as the Program undergoes its prescribed moni-
toring and modification. However, it is imperative to
the rational management of the power system that non-
power requirements be comprehensively defined in ad-
vance. This does not mean that such requirements have
to be expressed as constants, but their variable levels
must be related to measurable, physical indexes -- rath-
er than wide-ranging ad hoc decisions.

Conclusion

The electric utilities of the Northwest believe that
the most effective way of handling the power impacts of
low water years is to provide sufficient resources to be
able to supply customer demands routinely in low water
years. The occurrence of low water is a statistically
predictable event, and the utility industry believes
that its customers desire a high probability of uninter-
rupted electric service.

Either because of an inability to provide the in-
tended level of resource installation or because of
extraordinary circumstances, a plan to manage shortages
of electric energy must be available. Whatever the bas-
ic cause of the shortage might be, the shortage will
only be manifested under Iow water conditions. Because
no individual utility can be isolated, the plan must be
Regional in scope and effect. Such a plan has been
developed, starting in 1973 and placed into effect in
1977; it should be expected to be the basis for any
future plan to manage electric energy shortages. It is
a plan which depends upon the police powers of the
States, and it imposes a requirement to curtail elec-
tricity usage directly on the customers. The plan's
effectiveness relies on cooperation among the States and
a high level of understanding of the Region's power sys-
tem by State officials.

Non-power requirements, which take priority over all
power considerations, may significantly affect the ade-
quacy of the power system. In order to permit rational
management of the system, these non � power constraints
must be completely specified in advance.
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Planning for Low Water
with a Fish Constraint
Peter Willing
Whatcom County Water District 10

This paper makes the proposition that there is
substantially more flexibility in the management and
operation of the Pacific Northwest hydroelectric system
than «e have recognized or used heretofore. I argue that
some of this flexibility -an and should be used for the
benefit of the anadromous fish resources of the
Northwest, not just in below-average water years, but in
routine operation every year.

The planning and operation of the core hydroelectric
system have, since the inception, been a very conservative
proposition. The system has been designed with a r isk-
free ideal in mind. Tn other words, within the range of
hydrologic behavior we have observed in the past half
century, we do not. wish to take any risk of not meeting
the system's firm electric load. We do take, of course,
the r isk of hydrologic be'havior outside that range. The
implicit reasoning is that the consequences of any
shortfall in meeting firm electric load are socially and
economically unacceptable to the ratepayer, the user of
electric power. Hlr. Schultz's description of the British
coal strike offers some insight into those discomforts,
which we do not wish to risk. But the risk-free ideal
does not apply in numerous other respects. Customary
utility practice has entailed huge risks of other kinds
on behalf of the ratepayer: open-ended financial exposure
for the sake of building thermal power plants; signing
the region's autonomy in energy management decisions over
to distant bond brokers and rating agencies; commitments
of resources to "dry hole' energy prospects; and
irreversible destruction of the life support systems of
the Columbia River's anadromous fisheries. These past
decisions about allocating kinds and amounts of risk have
had a potent political legitimacy, even if they did not
make complete sense from the point of view of rational
resource management. The political scene has been



shifting rapidly, however, and these kinds of decisions
are being subjected to unprecedented questioning. We used
to believe that growth in electric energy consumption and
growth in economic productivity were causally linked, in
a one-to-one relationship. The past decade has thrown
some doubt on this notion, so we can dare to look less
emotionally at a finite supply of electricity. We have
also learned more about the environmental costs of
single-mindedly maximizing energy supplies at the expense
of fish tesources. It has now become reasonable to think
about allocating risk in a new way.

There are specific sources of conservatism in the
power planning enterprise which can be relaxed for the
benefit of anadromous fish, without imposing undue
distortions on the power supply. These sources were all
extensively debated during the process of preparing both
t'h e Columbia River Fish and Wildlife Program and the
Regional Energy Plan.

onspicuous source of conservatism has been the
use of "criti al year water" as a planning criterion.
Both the Corps of Engineers and the Pacific Morthwest
Utilities Conference Committee have argued that a change
in favor of planning the system around median water
conditions woold produce devastating results, and
therefor» ~rxy ' ' ~ertut e from present ptactice is
unwarranted. The discussion did not benefit from an
incremental approach, which would show the results of
shifting in the direction of median water planning
without actually reaching it; the analyses that were done
wore "all-ot-nothing in concept. Thete are othet
practices, such as energy exchanges and inter-seasonal
shifts of load, that partly span the gap between critical
and median water. We should continue to examine how such
options could be used to benefit the fish resource.

The atgument is often advanced that we cannot depart
farther from the critical water criterion because we do
not have enough storage in the Columbia basin: there is
only enough storage for approximately one-third of the
annual runoff. The analogy is drawn with other river
basins such as the rriissouri and Colorado, which can store
several times their annual tunoff. This analogy is
extremely misleading. The long-term average annual runoff
of the Colorado is less than 15 million acre-feet,
whereas the Columbia yields approximately ten times that.
Put another way, the Colorado has a slightly larger
avetage yield than the Skagit. Storage on the Colorado is
four times the annual runoff. Storing a comparable
proportion of the Columbia's flow would take reservoir
capacity equivalent to the whole State of Washington,
over ten feet deep. The real questions about increased
storage are where it is to be built, what ar e its total
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social casts, who is to pay for it, and what would its
benefits be?

The power planning activity has recently shifted to
the implementation phase. The important point has now
become not so much whether critical or median water is
used, but the extent to which water for fish will be
considered a hard planning constraint instead of a
commodity that is subject to annual bargaining and
re-negotiation.

Another source of conservatism that could be relaxed
is the timing of maintenance schedules for the region's
thermal power plants. If the down-time schedules were
more concentrated in the spring, t'h e hydroelectric system
would be carrying a greater part of the load and would
thus be passing water down the Columbia at a time when it
would benefit migrating salmonids. This change would tend
to return the r iver to something approaching the runof f
pattern it had before the construction of the hydro-
electric system. The Power Council has recognized the
value of this 'measure, but did not specify a petformance
objective.

The Bonneville Power Administration' s sale to
California at non-firm bargain prices, in order to assure
easy recall, is a conservative practice. BPA's reaction
to suddenly finding itself in a surplus condition as a
result of erroneous load forecasting has been to cut back
on its conservation and renewable energy resource
programs. These actions have not recognized the
possibility of selling surplus power on a fitm basis at
highet cost, and using the revenues generated to fund
conservation and renewable initiatives. Dialogue between
the Cal ifornia Energy Commission and the Power Planning
Council indicates that this approach may be possible.
Firm sales of surplus power may prove a substantial
benefit to fish and wildlife, provided we make sure of
the adequacy of bypass and spill measures tor fish
protection. Energy conservation is preferable to new
generation from an environmental point of view, even if
the need fot new generation capacity is only deferred.
Needs that are met now through conservation measures will
not have to be met later with generation, whereas if we
meet a load now with generation, we have incurred a sunk
cost and have foregone an nergy conservation
opportunity. Under surplus conditions, conservation
should not be deferted because of the 'iong lead-time and
.onsistent gradual accumulation of small increments which
are necessary to make a substantial contribution to the
energy resource base.

Flexibility in the regional power system could be
achieved and put to work for fish, through incentive
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systems for dealing with low-water-year conditions. In
the same way that the direct service industries have had
advantageous rates in return for interruptibility, we
could «ake it wocth everybody's trouble to closely
exa«ine their power use in a water-short year. Low-water
succharges can be used to prompt energy demand
cuctailments in proportion to the degree of shortage.
t.ow-water energy shortages do not develop instantan-
eously; they can be planned and shaped over a period of
months. Pr ice incentives to modify demand could be
instituted at a far lower cost of social disruption and
misplaced investment, than the cost of over-ambitious
plans to make sure of meeting all loads.

The Pacific Northwest should explore and exploit all
sources of present conservatism and future flexibility in
its electric system. We should squeeze more fish flows
out of the system than we have before, and we should find
the 1east expensive ways, in terms of dollars and power,
of doing so.

A final point relates to the flow of information,
cather than water or po~er, in the "electric powec
establishment" of the Pacific Northwest. The utilities
and their service organizations have had a near-
monopoly on technical information about the system. The
Power Planning Council has made a step, in creating
"Water Budget Managers," to develop an institutiona1ized
alternative focus of information. The region needs an
author ity independent of the powec establishment, wi th
professional staff who think like fish biologists but
have the technical understanding of power managers.
Political leverage consists partly of information. With
enhan"ed flows of information, at least the anadromous
fish resoucces of the Columbia may stand a better chance
of protection than they ever have before.
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Managing Droughts
by Working Together
James. W. Trull
Sunrtysi de Valley irrigation District

Wit;h the exception of sunshine, nothing is more essential to
t.he product ion of f ood and f i ber than an adeqttat e water supply.
On t,t>e western slopes of the Cascade Mount.sins rainfall provides
t,he needed water to support plant growth. East of the Cascades
arid ciimat,rs permit little but cheatgrass and sagebrush. The
const.tuct.ion of large irrigation projects in <m>ch of the West has
brought; water to f crt i le soils and warm climates to form a
ccmbinat i on tha t; has >e<t to agricultural product. i on t.he modern
world has never before witnessed.

Such an area is the Yakima Valley, termed by s<rr>e t.he "Fruit
Bowl of the Nation" . The Yakima Irrigation Project was designed
by the Bureau of Reclamation to ultimately supply irrigation
water for approximately 500,000 acres of land in South Cent,ral
Washington. The irrigated area includes Yakima Valley lands
extending from the town of Easton to Kennewick; a distance of
about 1/5 mi les. The Proj< ct consists of si x �! i rrigat ion
divisions. K it t, i t as, Tiet on, Sunnyside, Roza, Kennew i r3<, and
Wapat o.

The t,h<m>e of this cont'erence, "Managing low Water Year
Fmergenc i es, " suggests a plan of action we would do well to
consi ter. Management is defined as control ling, directing, guid-
ing, or administering. Managing low water year <m>ergencies >m>st
be mor<> t,han anticipating droughts and developing a cont ingen<>y
plan so as t.o endure. This i s part,icularly true if there are
recognizable solutions that can be attained. The message that, I
wouid like to leave wit,h you is that through a cooperative effort
the prob i ems that. have occur red due to droughts in thr. last
decade in the Yakima Val ley can be minimized, if not, cemplet,ely
eliminated. Before that can be addressed, it is necessary to
give some background information on t,hr. Yakima Valley.

By 1905 t;he waters in the Yakima River were over-appropriated
and sh<>rt,ag< s were occurring. Considerable Irrigation development
had taken place and more was anticipated as a result, of t>he
creation of the United States Reclamation Service in l902. The



Un ited Si.al.os underto<>k the pr o<:css oi' q»ai>L i fying arid 1 imiting
cx i st ing wai,<-r right s so as t o rlete rminc the water avai 1abl c.
This was necessary before the feasibility of arklitlonal irrigai,iori
prv> jects cr>u 1 d be dci.ermined. 'fhe ex i sl,> ng c 1 a imants had to
agr'< e i o rcstri ct, i hei r wat<.r' to benr f i r i al usr. and equi t able
distribui, ion, part.icularly 1 r> the lai,c su<rmer pcr iod. Once this
was complete, storage rescr'voirs wore constr»cfcd, making possible.
the irr'igation project ar i t now ex i st s,

frr igati on distrir:ts withoi>t arleqiiai.<> natural f low r i ghi s
obt a i »<id thai r wate r supply by exec» i. ing a rontract w i i h the
13»rx au of Rccla»ation. Of i,hc major districts, Roza and Kittitas
have no <iai.ural flow rights ~ '1'h<.ir entire supply is pr<>vided by
contract., in which case they pay a pr oportioriai,c share of storage
dam and reser'voi r cost,s based <>ri acr.e foot. used. This c<>ritract
water' i s fur» i sherf under' the t,orms of-' the Warren Act of Fr>f>ruary
21, 1911, which arithorizc� thr. United States i,o contract. f<>r the
sal  of' wat<>i . The older dist.r'icts ncoded only a supple»>e>r>tal
suppf y and enf,cred int,o contracts with the Buroai> of Reclamation
f' or a p<>rtion of their t,otal supply.

The f<�5 Consent, Decree;, handed down by t,h<. Federal Dist.rict
Co<rrt, sets forth i,he basis on whi<.h waters arr. allocated in the
Yakima 13asin. This documeni. detines quantities of water that are
Lo be excluded from prorat.ion among water users in wai,er short
y<.ars. The distrir,t.s with senior water' r ights have the nr>n-prorat-
able suppi ics and those wii.h junior r'ights have prorai,able sup-
plies.

The Burx au of Reclar>ation uses i,hc term "Total Water Supply
Available:" to ident i f'y the q<iantity of water avail able. in the
Vakima River Basin. This was defined in the 1945 Consent, Decree
as "That. amount of water avai lable in any year from natural flow
of the Yakima River, and its tributar.ics, from storage in the
vari <xis Government, reservoirs on the Yak ima wai.crshed and f r<x<r
other sour'ces, to supply thc contract. obligations of the Un i ted
States i,o deliver wai.er and 1,<> supply claimed r ights to i,hc use
of water on the Yak ima Rivrir and its t r ibutar i cs, heretr>fore
rrcofmized by the United States."

'1'he average total water supply available for the Yakima
13asin is about l.5 million acre feet. The average dkx»and for
i r r igation, regulai. 1 on, and f 1 ood control total s about, 2. 59 mi 1-
1ion acre f'eet on a 100'g riormal basis. Addit..ional de~nds have
been placed on this total by f'.isherics, which will be discussed
later.. Storage rapacity from the si x �! major reservoirs is
million acre feet,> 1eaving i,hc balance to be stored in i,hc form
of snow pack. Shor tages can ocr ur, obviously, if i.ho total
annual pr < ci pitat ion is bel ow riemand. Water shortages can also
occur d»r i ng a year when the total pr ccipit at. i on is normal, or
above normal, if the snow pack runs of f' rapids y and can not. be
utilized, or thr. reservoirs are fu] J a»d it can not be. captured
For lat,<.r use.

Tho dispari i,y a<»ong dist rict;s concerni ng water si>ppl y was



not, apparcr>t urrt, I I the 1970's. 'I'here. w .rr; few short water years
1>rior to 1945 and there weve fewer' ir'r igat  on districts to demand
wat .r dur'ing that period. Thu United States must have f» I L
suppl les were adequate, as evidenced by a brochurr. print, cd in the
1940 ' s which noted, ">»vcr c droughts are unknown in the valley
beca<Lse of the dependable water supply avai I able I n the Yakima
River and t rib<>t ar I cs whi ch tap the. snow f I elds of the nearby
Cascade Nor>>>tains." The irriga .ion distr lets with the junior'
water rights musL have also felt, LhaL the storage was adequate
becausr. I.hcy were will ing pari.i<..s to the terms of the Consent
Dec<re<.. Tn fact,, ther» was 1 it tie reason L<> doubt that t.he
exist.ir>g s orage was not adequate; the total water supply for the
prr I od 194 5 � 1972 averaged 3. 45 mi 11 Ion acre fe<.t per year,
Ilowcver, this misronrcpt, I on was made appar ent by a water supply
in l 973 of only 2. 3 5 millior> a<.re 1'est, fo1 lowed in 1977 by 2.03
mi I 1 I on acre feet, fol lowed in I 978 by 2.6$ million acre f at,
and 2.63 million acre feet in 1979.

Tn those water shorL years, most. watcn>sevs experienc rd
waf. .r' shortages to some degree. Of I.he major irrigat.ion dis-
t,r lets, none have water' vights that, are 100'C non � proratabl<.. Thc
wa ,er ri ghts ave a mlxtur'e, with som<'. prorat;able waters and sorr>e
non-T>r »ratable wat< r s. At the other end of  .he scale are Lhc
Roza Ir r igation District and the Kit hit,as Reclamation Di sLrict
w I Lh 100K proratablo water supplies.

T<> suggest that all water users should share and shave alike
dr>ring periods of drought is a failur'e to grasp the lasl. 100
years of hist.ory in the Yakima Valley regarxling irrigaf.ion and
water rights. l'hose rights are as t.hey seem � right;s acqrrired by
title and protruded by fovce of law. One must also rcrognize the
fact I.hat. in water short years, no matter how it. I s allocated,
supply wi I I not satisfy demand.

I havr. been r cquasted to discuss t,hc impacts of dr ought upon
the agr i cu 1 tur a I co<>munity. My perspective is vi ewcd  ' rom my
rn11 as the manager of ar> I rrigat ion dist vict which supplies
water I o thc landowners wil hin the district boundar Ies. If I
were arr individual landowner, a farmer, earning a I I v lng by a
rr>nI>>r>r c I a I farming pract irr., I would have a consi dr r ah 1 y di f f er< nt
persper.tive <>n the drought. imparLs. T would be able. I.o relate in
a ver.y ind I vi dual and f i rst-hand way what it. i s like I,o face a
year wi  .h most of the ongoing exp .nses of running t,he bus i ness,
whi le knowing I.f>a I, an I nadequat e sr>pp1 y of' water woul d r estrict
or el iminate my abil i t.y l,o produce crops t<o be sold to meet, thos<
expenses. I rxx>ld also relate to yo» the millions of dol Iavs
t,hat were spent by mc and my neighbor s I,o dr i.l 1 deep wells,
I r>sta I I pumps, and do such ot her measures as were possible I,o
m inim I ze the impacts of Lhe droughts that occurred during the
1970's ~ However, as a mar>ager o ' an ivrigal,ion district 1 can
r clat.<. Lh< impacts I;hat. at r> enr.ountered by t,hose charged with
Is inging water throrrgh a d<.1 I vrvy system to Lh . indi vid<ra1 farwn
I an is.

'Ihr. di f'f'I culty in supplying wal,<.r when shortages ox I st i s
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t;hat it; i s not; possible to be as rf f i c i <>nt i n <>on vey ing and
dist,rib»i, ing i.hr. part. i al supply as i L i s thc 1'u11 supply of
water. Water in thc majov irvigat,ion systts»s is conveyed through
iarge, oper< � channel canais and 1atcrals, Ther<. is a given amount
of seepage and cvapor at, ion loss, whether the canals ar e r«nning
at; 50'g capac i Ly or 100'4 capacity. Further complicating problems,
i.t><> disi.r ibui,i<>n systems are n»rmal ly designed to operate at near
capicii.y s<> that check structures, turn-out strurtures, ar>ri othor
wat.cr moss»r emcnt or control stvuctures do not opcvat.c proper'ly
ai, t.he 1<>w flows.

Water being the precious vos< >ur'ce that it is instigat ~~ a
lot. of' contr~vers i es and i I 1 -wi1 1 dr<ring times when it. i s in
short supply. Neighbors are pitt<>d against. neighbors, irr igation
districts against. ir'r'igation districts, ivvigators against fisher-
ies people, and on and <>n ~ t nfortunately, such controversies and
feel ings r~>n dccp an<i ar<. not easily fr>r goi.i.<.n.

As mcni. i<>Red earl i er, demands 1'or t.he cx i st i ng supply are
irr igai,ion, regulation, and flood c<>nt.rol. Little did ihr. rrsi-
riunts of the Yakima Valley v<.ai i ze thai. iitigation in Wester r>
Washington in 1974 would have a tremendous impart. on i.hc ut,i1iza-
t ion of th< waters ir> i.hc Yak i<L> Basin. In United Si,aLvs vs.
Washir>gton> �84 F.Supp. 31Z! a de«i sion was handed dovn by Judge
Bo i dt. in which the cour t held i,hat, the Indian treaty f ishr rman
wcr c cnt it led to the opportunii y t <> harvest 50Ã of the. f i shor y
r'csourcc plus an allocation for their on � reservation, ceremonial,
and subsist.eice harvest. In 1975 Lhc Ninth Circuit i>ph<.ld the.
D istr i ct Court ' s opinion in vir i,»al 1y every major respect. The
second half of the United St,ates vs. Washington case > Phase 11,
was assumed by Fedeval Dist;riri, Crx>rt Judge Orrick. Judge Ovrirk
held that the tn at.y righi, cr>compassed hatchery produced fish and
that there was an implied right, t,o protect i on of the f isheries
hab i t at. Whi le that decision i s st i 11 on appea1, it had a
substantia1 impact on the Yakima Basir>. In Kiti,itas Reclamatior>
Distr'ici, vs. Sunnysi.de Valley Irrigation District,, in the Eastern
Dist.r i ct. of Washington, in Novembev of 1980 > t.he Yak ima indi an
Nation, claiming 1855 '1'reaty rights, sccurcd an orricr from Federal
D i si.r i cL Cour< Judge Quackenbush providing t,hat, arid i 1, i ona 1 water
shoui d be released by the Burr au of Reclamation from the reser-
voi rs on the Yakima Ri vcr i.o i ns»rc protection of reddh, or
sa1mon egg nests. It, should bc noted that the impact,s on the
agr i c« 1 tura 1 co<rmrunity that occ» reed i n the 1970 ' s were without
the added claim of Indian fisher y treaty rights.

One res»lt of the droughts of i,hc 1970's was a suit filed by
the State of Washington in Super i or Court to adjudicate all of
the claims to the water supp! y in i,hc Yakima Basin. There has
been considerable 1egal ari,ivity t<> determine whcthev all claims,
i ncluding Yakima Ir>dian treat.y r ight.s, will be quantified in
State Court. That. must bc answer ed before the adjudicat,ion can
proceed,

One could easily got the impression that, the wai,er' righi.
problems in th<. Yakima Basin are so complex and so awesom<.. as to
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defy solution. That is not the cake. A maj or program that ik
unde r way i s the Yak ima River Bas i n Enhancement Study, a j oint
e f f or t by t.he Washi ngton Stat,c Department of Ecology and the
United States Bureau of Rec!amat ion. The Study Team is charged
w i t,h studying the. fo 1 lowing: 1 ! provide supplemental water t.o
presently irrigated lands, 2! provide water to new lands on the
Yakima Indian Reservation, 3! provide water for increased in-
stream flows for aquatic life, and 4! develop a comprehensive
plan for the Basin to enable efficient; management of the existing
water supplies. Secondary objectives include increased hydroelec-
tricc prtwer generation, i mproved music ipa 1 and i ndustrial wat cr
supplies, new irrigation on non � reservation lands, improved f]ood
control, enhanced water quality, enhanced wildlife, and inrreased
rorreat;iona1 opportunities.

Another activity underway is the northwest Power Planning
Council ' s Fish and Wildl I f e Report, whirh i s seeking ways of
restoring the anadrnmces f ish runs t.o the Columbia River. The
Yak ima River, as a t,r ibutary to t;he Co I umbi a River, has been
looked at, as an off-stream mitigation area. Imnediate relief
would come in the form of fish passage facilities.

Al! of the above potent;ial demands for water, whether for
irrigation, fisheries, or recreat;ion, can be resolved by construc-
tion of additional storage facilities. The average annual yield
from the Yakima Basin is 3.5 million acre feet. Present water
ktoray capacity is 1 million acre feet, Other solutions have
been offered. These include conservation, water banking, and
real location of supplies. However, none of these suggest ions
will provide an adequate water supply through both wet. and dry
years.

With the droughts of the 1970's st.ill vividly in mind, and
with the realization t,hat new demands are being plared on supplies
by fishery interests, the time to act, is now. The many competing
claims for wat,er would cease to be significant, if additional
water supp!ice were availabic through t.he construction of new
storage facilities. It would matter little who had first or last.
claim to t.he water, as long as t,here was an adequate supply for
all-

What we face in t,he Yakima Valley is the threat of working
at odds with each other, in whirh rase nothing but, continual
iitigation over existing water supplies will occur. Conversely,
we have the opport,unit,y of working together for the comnon good
of al 'i our citi zens to provide additional storage that will solve
t.hese problems and rerul t. in a better place to live.



Role of a Direct Service Industry
Bruce E, Mizer
lntalco Aluminum Corporation

Intalco Aluminum Corporation operates a
primary aluminum smelter near Ferndale, Washington.
Intalco is one of Bonneville Power Administration's
Direct Service Industrial Customers  DSIs!. The DSIs
are a group of 15 industrial firms with 20 plants in
the Pacific Northwest. These firms produce aluminum
ingots and fabricated products, nickel and ferro-
alloys, chemicals, and other products. 1/

The DSIs have a special situation in the
event of a low water emergency. Because Bonneville
relies on streamflows in excess of critical to provide
service to the OSIs top quartile for essentially 38 of
42 months of a four- year critical period; the DSIs
likely already will have one-fourth  the top quartile!
of their load restricted by Bonneville when a low
water emergency occurs. 2/ In addition to the top

� The comments in this paper are solely those of the1/

author. The paper has not been reviewed or approved
by other DSIs. Intalco Aluminum Corporation has the
same contractual and power supply relationships with
Bonneville as do the other DSIs and therefore, the
thoughts of all DSIs on matters of managing low water
year emergencies likely are similar.

� The word restrict refers to a Bonneville inability2/

to deliver power to a portion of a DSI load. The word
restrict is used when Bonneville cannot deliver as
opposed to the word curtail which is used to reflect a
DSI decision to not operate load even though
Bonneville could make power available.



quartile perhaps two more quartiles may be restricted.
The second quartile of the each DSIs' load is re-
strictable by Bonneville in the event of resource
failure or delay. The third quartile is restrictable
when it is has been used as collateral for prior
service to the top quartile. Thus Bonneville may be
serving only one-fourth of the DSIs' load during a low
water emergency. A DSI may independently arrange for
replacement energy at its risk and expense so that all
or a portion of the load restricted by BPA may be
operated, but during periods of critical water re-
placernent energy may be difficult to obtain.

Through its rights to restrict DSI load and
the ability to serve the top quaz'tile of DSI load
without planning or acquiring firm resources, Bonne-
ville is able to serve more regional load with less
regional resource. That is, the DSIs' top quartile
are served without construction of any resources for
such service In addition, the reserves provided by
rights to restrict DSIs preclude the need foz' standby
facilities which othezwise would be constructed for
the region. A recent study by Battelle Northwest
indicates that these arrangements are conservatively
worth in excess of $163 million per year. The DSIs
receive credits of substantially less than $163 mil-
lion per year of this regional benefit.

In viewing the DSIs role during low water
emergency it must be remembered that the DSIs already
provide substantial regional benefits and take sub-
stantial risks against the occurrence of critical
water. Thus, any remaining load and any independent
arrangements made by DSIs to acquire service to their
load must be viewed as having a status at least equal
to other electric loads in the region.

Furthez attempts to restrict DSI loads for
the benefit of other regional loads may endanger the
economics of the mutually beneficial relationship
between the DSIs and the rest of the region. That is,
the DSI's acceptance of their position in the regional
power system depends upon recognition of that load as
being firm at all other times and for all other con-
ditions. The very economic ability of the DSIs to
accept their existing power contracts depends on that
recognition.

As noted above, the top quartile of DSI
service is supplied from resources other than firm
resources. The service is from a combination of
nonfirrn energy which may be available from better than
critical water conditions and firm energy borrowed
from future periods at the DSIs' risk. Generally this



is referred to as combination service. This com-
bination service allows loads which are firm in all
other power systems to be served in the Pacific North-
west without the construction and operation of firm
resources. This technique provides more revenue to
offset the fixed costs of the Federal system and
benefits all customers.

This combination service involves a substan-
tial element of risk fox the DSIs. The borrowing of
future period firm power to serve the first quartile
means that in the event of critical water the first
and third quartiles will not be served in those future
periods from which the firm power was borrowed.
Stated another way, one-half of the DSls load will be
restricted by Bonneville in the event of a recurrence
of critical water conditions. The DSIs are already
providing substantial reserves against recurrence of
critical water conditions by accepting this relation-
ship for their load.

Bonneville relies on its ability to restrict
another fourth  the second quartile! of the DSIs' load
in the event that a resource which has been planned
and relied upon to meet regional load growth is delay-
ed. Zn the event of such a delay, and Bonneville's
need for the resource, Bonneville may restrict the
second quartile. If this occurs simultaneously with
critical watex' conditions, then fully three-fourths of
the DSI load may be restricted. The second quartile
can also be restricted in the event of resource fail-
ure, although such x'esource failure restrictions will
be accompanied by a call for voluntary regional cur-
tailment. Restriction of the DSIs loads is the first
response to any power supply emergency in the region
whether it be low water or a Bonneville resource
failure. Indeed, it need not even be a Bonneville
resource which fails provided Bonneville has a firm
obligation to provide reserves for the resource which
does fail.

Suggestions such as were made in 1977 that
the DSIs provide even more reserves to the region are
impractical. We can be reserves only to the extent we
are recognized in power planning as reserves and
compensated in Bonneville's rates. It is imperative
for the region to plan adequate resources under recur-
rence of critical water conditions. If emergencies
occur which exceed any planning criteria, the DSIs will
already have provided t.remendous reserves to the
region. Beyond the fact that the DSIs are not compen-
sated fully for the reserves they provide, that com-
pensation to DSIs is spread to them on an annualized
basis. During a year in which actual restrictions
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occur, the operating cost to DSIs of the restriction
are enormous--many times the compensation received.
The incremental cost of further restriction at that
time would be absolutely prohibitive.

In studies performed for the Regional Coun-
cil, ICF Incorporated found that the region would be
economically advantaged by interrupting 15 to 20
percent of the region's residential and commercial
loads before any interruption of aluminum smelter
loads. That is, the total economic impact to the
region is less for interruptions of residential and
commercial load than for DSI load. In actual practice
at least 50 per cent of DSI loads, and possibly 75
percent, will be interrupted before any residential
and commercial loads. It is illogical to presume that
the balance of the DSI load should be interrupted to
insure against yet another regional contingency.

In that regard it is important to note that
the DSIs provide these reserves not because it is cost
effective for the DSIs. Rather, the DSI loads are
particularly suited to provide reserves because of
large power requirements. DSIs have high capital cost
plants. This capital cost continues during power
supply restrictions, Further, aluminum industry labor
contracts tend to provide high levels of wage benefits
in the event of layoffs. Thus labor costs also cannot
be shed. Again, DSI loads are a good choice for
restriction only because of the economics of restrict-
ing DSIs to the regional power system.

During periods of restriction the DSIs fre-
quently operate with replacement energy. A DSI may
purchase replacement energy in anticipation of a
restriction or during a restriction. This replacement
energy is purchased solely at the expense of the DSI.
Additionally, when purchased in advance of a re-
striction it is stored in Bonneville's reservoir at
the risk of the DSI; it may be spilled, lack of need,
or inability to resell at the purchase or lower price.
Any efforts to use this replacement energy as an
additional regional reserve bear all of the problems
of using additional DSI loads as a reserve.

Bonneville did for a while include the
concept of "preemption" in contracts with DSIs provid-
ing for purchase of replacement energv.  Bonneville
serves as a DSI agent in obtaining replacement energy
and sets the terms and conditions under which DSIs may
obtain such energy.! The Regional Act explicitly pro-
vides that Bonneville may establish such policies.
Preemption, however, was never implemented to the
satisfaction of the DSIs. The basic problem was an
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inability to define an adequate benefit to DSIs which
accept the risk and expense of acquiring and storing
replacement energy in the event that the energy is
preempted by Bonneville. Failure to provide adequate
benefits means that no DSI would accept such risks if
the probability were high that the energy would be
preempted.

While preemption may be a beneficial tech-
nique for the region, the compensation to DSIs must be
adequate to maintain an incentive for them to accept
this risk and expense. Failure to provide adequate
benefits not only means that DSIs will not purchase
replacement energy creating additional reserves for
the region, but also, DSIs will not have a backup
supply during relatively short periods of restriction.
Thus, when BPA does restrict, the DSI load may be off
for an even longer time causing further economic harm
to the region and to Bonneville and its other
customers.

The rate reductions which DSIs receive
pursuant to the rate directives in the Regional Power
Act do not even approach the benefits the DSIs provide
to the. system. The value of reserves which DSIs are
allowed in rates shares the value between DSIs and
other Bonneville customers. In addition, the value
itself is understated. The DSIs provide other reve-
nues in excess of their costs of service to Bonne-
ville. They pay the full opportunity cost of the
power assigned to the top quartile twe have argued
repeatedly that we pay more than the full opportunity
cast!. In summary, we provide both econamic and power
supply benefits to the region.

In summary, the DSIs are already in a unique
position in the region during law water year emer-
gencies. The DSIs acceptance of that position re-
quires that the region plan adequate resources for a
recurrence of critical water. Additionally, the
region must view the remaining DSI load and any load
ta be served by DSI's own replacement energy as very
firm load. Viewing such load as having a lesser
status or quality then other regional laads would
jeopardize the very ability of DSIs to provide the
benefits to the region which are inherent in their
existing contracts.
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USES OF WATER

Water resource regulation deals largely with the low
flow periods and involves the allocation of streamf low
between instream and out-of-stream uses, with minimum
flaws reserved for the preservation of instream uses
  the State Water Resources Act does not require
enhancement or restoration, a goal for the Columbia
system set by the Northwest Power and Conservation
Act! .

Out-of-stream uses include municipal and industrial  M
and I! supplies. The major wholesale water supply
agencies in the region are municipalities. Instream
uses for which minimum streamflows are reserved are
fisheries, recreation, hydropower, wildlife, water
quality, navigation, and aesthetics.

Allocation of water to these uses considers the
following tradeoffs:

Fisheries require spring and autumn flows,
which coincide with the peak needs for M and
I;

Hero wer requires peak flows during the
wxnter months, possibly conflicting with
replenishment of M and I storage, flood
control and fisheries;

and I requires early spring storage which
tends to limit flood control capacity and in
the summer competes with instream fisheries
needs;

Flood control requires reservoir evacuation in
late fall, which can jeopardize fisheries if
the winter rains are late in arriving. On the
other hand, regulated flooding reduces stream
scouring, a benefit to migratory fish.

Following an Attorney General Opinion, the Department
of Ecology interprets the State Water Resource Act of
1971 as requiring that preservation of instream uses is
to be served first, while M and I and other
diversionary uses are to compete for the remaining
flows. Water supply entities contend that the statute
does not exempt instream uses from marginal tradeoff
analysis, and that a broad balancing of all uses and
all impacts is allowed.

Specific points of controversy can be the actual
methodolgy for establishing the instream "needs," and
resulting dollar costs of the remaining water supply
alternatives.
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OF THE CENTRAL PUGET SOUND REGIONPARTIAL OVERVIEW

Legislative decisions include funding
and construction, guidelines and
cost-sharing formulas  which are under
review to provide more authority to
states!. Past work of the Pacific
Northwest River Basins Commission did
include the Puget Sound and Adjacent
Waters Study �970!. Wore recently,
and indirectly, the rate structure

provisions of the Pacific Northwest
Power Bill affect the price and demand
for power in the region. This affects
the feasibility of competing water
supply proposals which increasingly are
joined to hydropower development to
enhance cost/benefit ratios  e.g., the
Bellevue proposal is assuming a
California hydropower market!.

Federal:

Federal judicial decisions deal largely
with water rights serving reserved
federal interests, most notably
streamflows to preserve Treaty fishing
rights. Following the Boldt 1I
decisions, the Ninth Circuit Court
decision allocates a share of hatchery
fish to the Tribes, but also relaxes
preservation efforts to what is
reasonable.  Another factor which
might affect local projects is possible
application of the fisheries
enhancement requirements of the
Northwest Power and Conservation Bill
 Sections 4 e!�! and �!! to
BPA-assisted projects outside of the
Columbia Basin.!

A major state action was the Water
Resources Act of 1971, establishing the
policy of "maximum net benefits to
citizens of the state"   rather than
single purpose goals! . Water
allocation in this region is determined
administratively under the Instream
Resources Protection Program  WAC
173-509!, a fast-track program which
does not include river basin management
planning.

State:
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A. Governmental policies and actions at the federal
and state levels affect project level water
resources decisions. For example:



Water supply plans for major
jurisdictions are approved by the
Department of Social and Health
Services, and if requested, can be
developed under the Coordinated Water
Systems Coordination Act of 1977  which
is narrower in scope than the 1971 Act,

but which is constrained by the
established instream flows!.

B. Munici al and Industrial Su 1  M and I!.
Municipal and Industrial supply is provided at the
local level, primarily by Everett, Seattle, and
Tacoma' Major sources are surface supplies, often
operated to serve flood control and/or hydropower
to some degree. The Tacoma facility is linked to a
flood control dam  Howard Hanson Dam on the Green
River! and is proposed to be operated conjunctively
with groundwater supplies, and to be intertied with
the Seattle system. The Seattle system is served
by impoundments on the cedar and Toit Rivers. A
Bellevue proposal would serve part of the Seattle
service area from a new dam on the Snoqualmie River
 with hydropower as the primary project purpose!.
The Everett impoundment on the Sultan River is
jointly owned with Snohomish PUD 41.

A detailed summary of major water supply systems
 illustrated in Figure 1! is provided in Table l.

C. InStream USeS�

Hydro ower

Snohomish Tributaries

Sultan River � 112 megawatt proposal on the
Culmback Dam  jointly owned by Zverett and
Snohomish PUD!.  $150 million!

Snoqualmie � 16 to 19 megawatts average
output to be developed with Bellevue water
supply. Competing proposals are
Weyerhaeuser �0.3 mw! and Puget Power 12.8
mw!. Puget Power existing plant output at
Snoqualmie Falls is 29.2 megawatts.

Toit � North Fork Toit project to be done
jaintly by Seattle Water Department and
Seattle City Light  $5 million saving to
Seattle Water Department!. The completed
Toit system will supply approximately 20
megawatts.
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WATER SUPPLY  Fig. 1!

l. Kveret t  Sultan}
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River � Approximately 30 megawatts. Dam
safety modifications will add 7.8
megawatts.

� Cedar

River � Hydropower in the form of turbines
located on the supply line. Additional
hydropower clevelopment at the dam is being
studied by Tacoma Utilities ~

Green

Fisheries

River - First Washington river to have flow
"adjudicated"  revised from 75 cfs minimum
to 120 cfs to support for pre-emptive
lockage use!.

Cedar

fourfold increase in runs due to reduced
scouring;

River - Proposed water permit to Tacoma
contested �2 mgd historic right and
interruptible 65 mgd offered by DOE in
1981!. Instream flow minimum of 110 cfs
�2 mgd! at upstream gauge, with future
rights not allowed to infringe on 150 cfs
summertime instream regulation.  Existing
Tacoma rights take precedence over instream
natural flows when these fall below 110
cfs ~ !

Green

The Duwamish flow fluctuates dramatically
but has an average of 1360 cfs.

Central Basin � Instream uses often dictate
amount of groundwater that can be withdrawn
by adjacent wells, because of the small
size of the numerous drainage areas  and
streams! in Kitsap County.

Reserved Water Rights � Treaty rights to a
proportion of anadromous fish imply rights
to supporting instream flows.

Flood Dama e Reduction
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� Toit River � North Fork, 52 mgd Seattle yield
available  DOE minimum flows contested by
Seattle, which seeks 70 mgd!.



� Cedar River - Incidental

Green River � 1962 Howard Hanson Dam �4 percent
ot project benefits were to future
deveiopmentl. uow the question is whether
this f lood control capacity is reduced by
proposals to increase storage for instream
or water supply purposes. The Corps of
Engineers is seeking federal funds to study
revised management of the Howard Hanson Dam
and increased storage to meet growing
needs.

Snoqualmie River � Mediated Agreement and
smaller-scale successor projects  North
Bend levees, Snoqualmie streambank
excavations, Snohomish diking coordination!
with total capital costs of $5 to $10
million, and coordinated to some extent
with the separate Bellevue hydropower/water
supply proposal.

Sultan River � Tradeoffs between flood control
and hydropower are under study.

Recreation�

Closed watersheds reduce treatment requirements but
have also been criticized for removing land from
public recreational use. On the Cedar anadromous
fish runs have increased dramatically over natural
counts due to moderated flood flow. On the Green,
low flows are somewhat higher and more reliable
than prior to dam construction �962!. Future
instream needs are addressed by the establishment
of minimum instream flows.

M~avi ation � Port areas, especially proposed
dredging of Duwamish.

Ballard Locks �915! which necessitated diversion
of Cedar River into Lake Washington, reducing
Duwamish flows.

Following the Cedar-Green Basin Studies  RIBCO,
1972-75!, the Corps of Engineers recalculated
lockage needs  a priority use of water under
Federal law! to show a 17-45 percent increase over
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1970 uses by 2000, thereby forcing Seattle to
choose between remaining alternatives for N and I:
the Snoqualmie and North Fork Toit.

OBSERVATIONS

The water resources projects for the central Puget
Sound region suggest the following general observations
relative to the four issues of  a! marginal tradeoffs,
 b! risk allocation,  c! the low ratio of storage to
streamflow, and  d! the relevance of the river basin as
an integrating geographic unit.

Mar inal Tradeof fs

The governing tradeoff is made administratively at
the state level under the Water Resources Act of
1971, with the preservation of instream uses given
priority to diversionary uses. Subsequent
competition among water supply projects is based
more on project feasibility than on predetermined
geographic project boundaries, and is complicated
by the addition of hydropower elements. ln one
case, the North Fork Snoqualmie, the proposed dam
has changed sponsors and location, and has changed
project priorities, with flood control moving from
first to third, and hydropower gaining in importance
behind water supply.

The identified need to first specify the
constraints to hydropower or water supply
development is satisfied where the Minimum Instream
Flow Program is in effect. Water supply entities
have raised the concern that instream requirements
need not be expressed as constants and might. be
variable in response to measurable, physical
indexes. During "critical low flow years" the
shortage is shared between instream and
diversionary uses by application of a predetermined
instream regulation and suspension of water rights
in reverse order of priority date.

Risk Allocation

To reduce the risks to instream uses on the Green
River, and to other groundwater supplies, Tacoma
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has proposed the conjunctive use of both sources,
together with an intertie with the Seattle water
supply system. However, questions have been raised
with regard to the remaining long- term impact cn
the Green during low flow periods, and on the
quality and quantity of the aquifer supply  which
if it were inadequate could result in unacceptable
withdrawal from the Green River supply!.

Risk analysis in water supply planning is beginning
to address the relative costs of providing 98
percent reliability, versus lesser level of
reliability at perhaps considerably less cost
 e.g., Seattle Comprehensive Water Supply Plan
Update!. Conservation programs should not remove
all the cushion afforded by lower priority
interruptible uses; however the limited
effectiveness of repeated warnings of shortages is
also a concern. The Seattle Water Department has
recently instituted an old water new water pricing
system which in itself may moderate future demand
for Seattle water, thereby reducing otherwise
costly projects to retain high reliability for
increasing demands. In addition, a series of
incremental and interim improvements, such as lake
storage for seasonal stream augmentation  below the
Cedar reservoir!, is being investigated. This is
similar in some ways to the electrical energy
"rolling plan" prepared by the Northwest Power
Planning Council. In the Tacoma system the largest
customer is also on an interruptible service
contract which theoretically enhances reliability
to the remaining customers �5 percent of average
use! .

C. Ratio of Stora e to Streamflow

Unlike the Columbia River System, the Puget Sound
tributaries offer opportunities for enlarging the
pie by developing additional rivers. The regional
issue in the Seattle area is less one of cutting
the slices according to new priorities  e.g.,
Northwest Power and Conservation Act! than it is
one of deciding the sequence of new source
development  specifically, should the Seattle Toit
expansion precede or follow the larger Bellevue
proposal on the Snoqualmie which is also intended
to provide water to part of the present Seattle
service area!.
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D. Com rehensive A roaches

The hydrologic basin is of ten appropriately of fered
as the proper planning unit, capable of
encompassing most tradeoffs and policy issues. In
the Puget Sound region the basin is too large  the
Puget Sound and Adjacent Waters Study of 1970
resulted in a catalogue!, while the tributary river
basins are too small.

What is the regional framework with multipurpose
projects when the water supply service area is not
in the basin, the hydropower market areas possibly
are not in the state and municipal water supply
systems in different river basins are on the
threshhold of being intertied?

COHC LU SI OH

1n terms of water resources management, the issue is
not always one of working toward a more encompassing
geographic unit ~ The problem may become less one of
defining "the region" than one of countervailing risks
and of overlapping regions served by multiple use
facilities. This introduces an increasing
entrepreneurial behavior and project packaging into the
bureaucratic process, with service areas defined by
favorable project feasibility, rather than the reverse.



Questions and Answers-Panel II.

Following the presentation of papers, a question
and answer session was held. The following summary
was prepared by the panel moderator from a tape record-
ing of that session. Please note that this is a summary
and not a verbatim transcript. For purposes of clari-
ty, the ordering of questions may have been changed.

The first question focused on a perceived need
to move away from critical water year planning to median
water year planning. Hr. Herrill Schultz stated that
hydroelectric generators prefer cri tical water year
planning and have ident if ied two specif ic problems with
median water year planning. First, using a median water
curve for planning purposes would create, by definition,
low water years approximately one half the time. This
in turn would create shortf alls of hydroelectric power
during these low years and increase dissatisfaction
among users over the system's inability to meet planned
electric loads.

Second, Nr. Schultz noted that contract arrange-
ments with agencies operating multipurpose facilities
would block such use. However, if median water year
planning were used, facility operators might need to
divert water f rom other purposes to meet hydroelectric
demand. One consequence of such actions could be the
failure to refill reservoirs and should a series of low
flow years occur  as in l976-77!, this would have severe
impacts on both the f ol lowing year ' s hydropower produc-
tion and plans to flush spring salmon runs downstream.

Dr. Peter Willing was asked if f ish and wildlife
and conservation advocates would be willing to pay
higher electricity rates to f inance these programs. Dr.
Willing answered that he would be willing to pay for a
portion of these costs. He noted that other regions may
also be willing to pay portions of the cost through the
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marketing of surplus f irm power to, for example, Cali-
fornia. Determining the true costs of programs, it was
pointed out, may best be determined through a marginal
trade of f analysis focusing on the best uses of the
Columbia River.

Ancther queStiOn to Dr. Willing f ocused on the
des irabi lity of developing a comprehensive Columbia
Bas in plan beyond f low reg ime s and a water budge t to
protect f ish and wildlife. He replied that development
of the f ish and wildlife program by the Northwest Power
Planning Council had been very useful in identifying
both what we do and do not know about the use and
operation of the Columbia River. Dr. Willing concluded
that the relative cost of i~formation is cheap when
compared to the cost of actions based on inadequate
data.

Another question dealt with the success of volun-
tary curtailment in 1976-1977. Mr. Schultz commented
that part of his job during that drought had been to
coordinate curtailment programs. The Northwest Power
Pool established a target reduction goal of 10%. This
was supported by a public relations campaign designed to
reduce water consumption and electricity use. Mr.
Schultz noted that measuring voluntary actions is
difficult and that the Power Pool estimated the results
of public relations campaigns achieved a reduction of
between 5% and 7%. This was considered to be success-
ful. However, as soon as the first rains arrived, the
signs of voluntary restrictions evaporated.

Peter Beaulieu noted that this behavior pattern
was similar to experiences with petroleum shortages.

Last, James Trull took exception to an observation
by Bruce Mizer that the aluminum industry was "just
like f arming" when concerned with the impacts of a
drought. Mr. Trull noted that while both were busi-
nesses, major differences existed including the fact the
DSIs can be shut down for up to six months and have
production equipment and materials ready to return to
work with on a very short notice. In farming, Mr. Trull
explained, one needs to be in time with growing seasons
and in the case of pmmial crops, water is needed to
maintain capital investment ~ Last, Mr. Trull noted that
farm produce cannot be stored as easily or over as long
a term as aluminum ingots.

Mr. Mizer replied that he thought some of the
similarities were still useful.









Goad af ternaon. I am pleased to be here and to have
attended the morning sessions. This conference is
happening at the right time -- when we are not in a
drought. Ne are not under immediate pressure to assess
forecasts and f igure out how we can provide water for
all the uses that need it. Our headS are cOaler. The
urgency many of us felt back in 1976 and 1977 is nat
here now so we have time to plan and prepare ourselves
for a drought.

The question this conference asks is a good one. Are
we prepared for the next drought? It is much lake
asking if you are ready for the next eruption of Naunt
St. Helens. How do you know if you are ready? You have
been through it before, but you don't know exactly what
it will be like next time. It is hard to prepare for
something when you don't know when it will happen, how
severe it will be or what area it will affect. we don' t
knaw when a draught will occur, but we do know that one
will happen. Since 1900, there have been about 20
droughts in the state. That averages out to about one
every four years. I,aw water years and droughts are to
be expected and we must plan for them.

We all remember the 1977 drought and how it affected us
in the northwest. I was the Director of the state
Department of Fisheries when it began. I anly held that
position midway through the draught. As yau may recall,
a number of us were asked to leave somewhat abruptly
because of certain changes in state government.

When I left Fisheries, droughts stayed with me. In
fact, I was placed in the midst of dealing with low
water year situations as Fisheries Advisor to the three
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Columbia River PUDs. I'd been in agriculture, fisher-
ies, enviranmental protection and state lawmaking. The
only area I hadn't worked in extensively was power. The
experience I gained work ing in so many different areas
helped me to develop a very good understanding of lov
water years and how they are best approached to benefit
eve ryone.

The single most important factor in managing water is
western water law. It is the fundamental approach to
dealing with drought conditions. Using the lav, early
pioneers in the vest dealt with shortages using the
"f irst-in-time is first-in-right" doctrine. Over the
years, that seemingly simple approach has not been an
easy one. Since 1917, vhen that doctrine of f icially
entered state lav, many other lavs, court rulings and
agencies have came along ta add to the complexity of
vater management. At one time, I counted more than 32
state and federal agencies responsible for water manage-
ment on the Calumbia River alone!

Most of the flow of the Calumbia is controlled by hydra-
electric dams, same nat in the United States, with a
wide range of water right claims under state and federal
law. Under these canditians, there is little we can do
to make dam operators provide more water than their
operating licenses or congressional authorizations call
for. But, then, no single agency has such pover. We
have provided some strong encouragement, though.

When I went to work for the mid-Columbia PUDs, I immedi-
ately became involved in consideration af low flow years
and their impact on hydropower operators. As part of
that work, I vas a member of COFO, the Cammittee on
Fishery Operatian ta the Calumbia River Water Management
Group. It includes a number of different interests.
The U.s. Army corps af Engineers and various fisheries
agencies alternately chair the Committee, and it has a
membership from federal, state and local governments, in-
cluding PUDs and local utilities. In fact, I see some
familiar faces here from that group. I must applaud
the group because it has done much in the area of
contingency planning for droughts.

The C ommi t tee vas heavily involved in developing a set
of recommended minimum and optimum instream flaws for
the Columbia River. One of the most notable recommen-
dations, and one of which I am persanally proud, is the
idea of a "sliding scale" for instream flows which would
require higher flows in above normal years and lower,
but above minimum, flaws in belov normal water years.
This provides a means of sharing the burden in lav water
years and sharing the surplus in abundant water years.
It is very similar to the idea adopted by the Department
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af Ecalogy in its Calumbia River Instream Resaurces
Protection Program  CRIRPP!, but my idea expands it to
include above normal years.

This sharing philosophy, promoting sharing of gaad and
bad between all water users, is the kind of philosophy
that is needed to deal with droughts. I am proud to be
part of this type of thing not anly through COPO, but
also through the Department of Ecology.

The CRIRPP represents one way to prepare for droughts in
the Columbia. I feel it is a model for other regulated
or controlled river basins. It does not approach the
problem af shortage from an all or nothing position. It
is a plan for sharing the shortage," so to speak,
within the bounds af "first-in-time, f irst-in-right."

You prabably noticed that COFO is made up of only a
portion of the main water users in the Northwest.
Unfortunately, there is no representation from out-of-
stream users, specifically agricultural interestS. They
are a critical element in a drought.

It is important that we have a permanent, regional
group that includes local, state, and federal water
interests -- fisheries, power, agriculture, and the
rest. The group must meet regularly and plan for ways
to deal with low water years. It is foolish to have
different water-managing agencies working in totally
dif ferent and uncoordinated ways to solve drought
problems. We need to combine aur strengths and work out
something agreeable to us all.

t.caking back at how the draught was managed in 1976 and
1977 and how similar situations should be handled in the
f uture, I think things need ta be done differently.
Again, we ought to begin preparing nowl If a draught of
the magnitude of the one in 1977 came along, we would be
in even more trouble than we were then. Nore water is
appropr iated now and there isn't as much lef t over ta
provide for a "cushion." State and federal f unds helped
last time, but as you know, and most of you have felt,
those funds are not as abundant as they once were.

While regulating diversians under western law, there are
a number of things that can be done before cutting aff
diversions. Better forecasting, improvements in the
delivery systems, conservatian and water banking can
keep us from having to shut of f junior rights and can
reduce the impacts of a drought. They need to be put in
place years before a drought, not two or three months
before.

Above all, I want to emphasize that we need to be able
ta put these measures in place without diminishing
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any persan's or entity'8 rights. we cannot expect
cooperation if these things are done at someone else' s
expense. Tradeoffs are the inevitable result of short-
ages, but tradeoffs in water management can be in
degrees and need nat be absolute I win, you lose"
prapositions.

Several low water year strategies were discussed
recently by the Governor's Interagency Tack FarCe On
Water Resources. The group consisted of key state
agencies that deal in ane way or another with water in
Washington. It included the departments of Agriculture,
Ecology, Fisheries, Game, and Natural ResourCee and the
state offices af the Governor, Attorney General,
Financial Management, and Energy.

Governor Spellman's main goal in establishing a task
f or ce like th is was to laok at water r esou r ce manage-
ment problems from the state standpoint and make recom-
mendatians on haw to eliminate them. It was a water
resources 'brain-storming" group. Being the state' s
primary water managers, the Department of Ecology was
very much involved. We provided staff support and I
chaired the task force. The ideas that came aut of that
group are good "food for thought." They Can serve as a
starting point for establishing an effective response to
law water year situations. Everyane can find things in
the task force report that they can agree with and
I am sure something they can't agree with. It discusses
the pros and cons af changes in water right law or water
right procedure that would help in conserving water and
being better prepared for a law water year.

The task force discussed the concept of water banking by
having a shar t-term exchange of water between sellers
and buyers ta minimize losses caused by a drought. The
water would be redistributed during low water years.
This is an idea I support in principle.

Conservatian is another area addressed by the task
force. I think just about everyone agrees that con-
servation is a good way to handle a draught before one
happens. l must warn yOu, though, there are some pit-
falls in conservation that we should consider befare
putting a program in place. Existing water rights
relying an return flows from upstream water users may
be affected if the person upstream becomes more effi-
cient. If the upstream user is allowed to expand
irrigated acreage and uses the amount saved, there could
be less return flaw for the dawnstream right. That
could be a violation of western water law. Also, we
must consider instream resaurces. Nany are dependent on
return flaws and could be af fected by more efficient
water use.
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In its consideration of canservation, the task force
specifically looked at conservation in delivery systems.
Much water is lost in deIivery systems through seepage,
leakage, and evaporation. There is no incentive for
stopping it. Even if the loss was reduced, there is no
provision for expanding the area that can be irrigated
under the same right. A farmer who saves water by
repairing the delivery system only makes that extra
water available to others. That isn't much of an
incentive to conserve. I f a farmer could be allowed
some way to use that water saved, he would have an
incent ive.

I have given this problem some thought and I have an
idea. For example, suppose a f armer makes improvements
in ef f iciency and leaves a portian of his or her water
in the stream. In such a case, the conserved water left
in the stream would be over and above any minimum
instream flow requirements and could, therefore, be
recalled for agricultural use in a law water year with-
out decreasing pratectian of instream values. This
would, of course, require some modif ication of our
water laws, but it is warthy of further consideration
if we are to provide an incentive for conservation.

At the Department of Ecology, we have included some
conservation provisians in our recent regulations.
Also, under the Columbia River Instream Resources
Protection Program, we are letting water users know
early in the season what their probability is for being
regulated so they can take steps to lessen the impacts
af a low water year. In issuing water rights under the
program, my staf f is also required to ensure that up-
to-date canservation practices and delivery systems
are used.

An effort that we at the Department of Ecology are
especially proud of is the Yakima River Basin Water
Enhancement Projects Many of you are prabably some-
what familiar with it. It is a joint effort that
invalves the Depar tment af Ecology and the U.S. Bureau
of Rec lama t ion. It looks closely at cans ervat ion and
how to deal with a drought year. Through the project,
we hope ta provide f irm water supplies to currently
irrigated lands, water to new lands on the Yakima
Indian Reservation and adequate instream flows.

Last August, we f inished the f irst phase study and now
we are in the second phase. In this phase, we are
looking at conservation and drought preparation. Ne
are investigating water banking, looking at water
requirements for irrigation, and determining how law the
flow must be before adverse impacts to water users are
created. In all of this, we are looking very hard at
conservatian.
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By now yau have probably f igur ed out my message. We
need ta deal with droughts before they happen and the
time to begin is now. Programs to aid farmers during a
drought are good and I support them, but I feel we
should learn to conserve water and become more efficient
in our aperations so the need for those programs will
lessen. Everyone agrees that we should not ~aste the
resource, especially one as important to aur state,
region, and nation as water. By conserving water, we
are better able to conduct business as usual in a law
water year. We will be able to get by with less water
because of our improved efficiency. On the other hand,
if we enter a drought using water inefficiently, we
will notice the impacts much sooner.

In conclusion, I would like to tell you what I think we
can da to ef fectively deal with droughts. We can
establish the graup I mentioned before and we can
implement some of the strategies I talked about, but
along with all that, there are several things we can
do to make more water available for a drought.

Recently, I came across some interesting figures. In
the Colorado River Basin, four years of runOff is stored
in reservoirs. In the Columbia, about three months'
annual runoff is stored. I realize the situations are
dif ferent. The amaunt of water in the Calorada cauldn't
even compare with that in the Columbia. And the benefit
we get from our water is more diverse and nationally
signif icant than the benef it Colorado gets from its
water. But it looks to me like irrigators and others
using Colorada River water will be less impacted than
those using Columbia River water when a low water year
occurs. I think we can look at the situation and see a
solution to our drought problems.

We need two things. First, we need to build reservoirs
for that water. Second, we need the courage to store
the water sa it can be used during a low water year and
not apprapriate it for out-of-stream uses. You may ask:
"What can we do wi th this excess stored water in a
narmal flow year? I propose releasing it for instream
flows. We can provide o timum instream flows during
normal water years, and w en a low water year is upon
us, we can release enough water for minimum instream
flows. The water that would have gone for the optimum
flows would be taken by other water users. That way,
the water that is stored in the new reservoirs will be
put to beneficial use each year with only the type of
use being changed, according to whether it is a normal
or low flow year. We could use specif ic cu tof f po ints
for the amount of water we will allow for instream flows
and give to other uses. For instance, the more runof f
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forecast, the more water f ish will get. The less runof f
forecast, the less water fish will get all the way down
to minimum flow levels.

We are building a "cushion" much like this in the Yakima
River Basin Water Enhancement Program, but that is only
one basin. We need to use this concept in other basins
and especially ones that will be developed in the
future. It is extremely important that we do this in
t he C o lu mbi a!

Of course, the key element in all of this is our courage
and ability to not use the water for anything but fish
and low water year emergencies. If we do not have the
courage, we will f ind ourselves back in the same place
we are now, trying to f igure out how to deal with
droughts effectively.

Another means of effectively providing more water is
through improvements in ef f iciency  which are of ten
quite painless! which w ill give u s the oppor tuni ty to
reduce or alleviate many of the problems we f ace during
a drought. Water conservation programs -- whether they
involve increased distribution system efficiency, better
application of water to crops, or additional storage
projects � � will result in a savings of water or the
availability of more water annually. This in itself
provides no water for a drought contingency plan. We
must ensure that the water we save is available when
the next drought occurs.

There will be extreme pressure to use the saved water
for new projects during normal and above-normal water
years. We must resist that pressure, because, if we
don' t, we may cause a low water year to be more devas-
tating than any we have ever experienced. Before
we answer the question, "Are we ready for the next
drought?", we must answer another ~ Do we have the
courage to prepare ourselves for a drought? Do we
have the courage to develop a rigorous drought contin-
gency plan that will provide for more storage, provide
incentives for conservation, and probably preclude or
severely limit new development in presently water short
basins? I think we do... but any plan we develop
must be a cooperative effort that promotes a sharing
of the burdens among all water users-

If this conference is any indication of the interest in
prepar ing f or a dr ought bef ore one happens, I am opti-
mistic about the future.
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Approximately nineteen �9! droughts have occurred
in the Northwest since 1901. During "normal" hydrologic
years with average rainf all and snow pack conditions,
in-stream and out-of-stream uses of the region's river
systems have existed within separate, yet compatible
management systems at federal and state levels. How-
ever, during the last drought which occurred during 1976
and 1977, the region was unable to ef fectively resolve
competing user conflicts and make comprehensive manage-
ment decisions to mitigate drought-related impacts. The
Conf erence 's af ternoon panel on Des igning Institutional
Mechanisms focused on likely actions to be taken by key
resource players in the region and the adequacy of
institutional and legal mechanisms to deal with drought-
related impacts.

The inability of the Region to effectively respond
to low water year emergencies has its roots in the
development of western water law, including reserved
f ederal and tribal rights, and f ragmented f edera1/state
roles and authorities that prescribe the use and allo-
cation of water resources. To date, federal and
state author ities and programs have in large part
focused upon single-purpose objectives with limited
regard for low water year decision-making. Even recent
legislation, such as the Pacif ic Northwest Regional
Power Act, contains no provisions for dealing with below
"critical water" years in its regional energy plan and
f ish and wildlife program.

While low water years are subject to a variety of
technical def initions,  e.g., "critical" water years for
power p!arming purposes!, the region's shortage during
1976 and 1977 caused considerable conflict among compet-
ing uses  eg. drinking water, f isheries, hydropower,
industrial consumption, irrigation, navigat 1 on and
recreation! and affected federal and state agencies. In
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a report issued by a Governor 's Ad Hoc Water Emergency
Committee, Washington State suff ered an estimated loss
of approximately $655 Million in income and products.
During this period, many important decisions were made
on an ad hoc, trial by error, basis. User groups and
af fected agencies were unable or unwilling to allocate
reduced flows or share the shortage", prior itize
in-stream and out"of-stream uses, and otherwise create
legal mechanisms to comprehensively deal with the
problem. Units of local government and special dis-
tricts individually responded to individual needs
through federal and state emergency assistance and loan
repayment programs. washington State and Oregon
State Legislatures, with technical assistance f rom
regional utility organizations, responded quickly to
empower its Governors with emergency power curtailment
authorities. State efforts also included attempts at
immediate solutions. For example, Washington State
ef forts to seed clouds were greeted with protests and
litigation by the State of Idaho. Efforts to finance
and develop ground water wells were not very successful.

Although the Northwest economy is presently suffer-
ing f rom the ef fects of the latest recession, increasing
demand, limited storage capacity, and a f inite supply of
Columbia River System waters have reduced margins of
safety for sustained multiple water resource use. New
conditions also exist today that did not exist during
the 1976-77 drought. Northwest Indian tribes now
enjoy enhanced treaty rights that were not fully defined
during the 1976-77 drought. Roles of Northwest states.
federal agencies and user groups have been signif icantly
changed by enactment of the Pacif ic Northwest Electric
Power Planning and Conservation Act, P.L. 96-501, and
the creation of the Northwest Power Planning Council.
While the Council is not empowered to speci f ica lly
respond to low water year emergencies, the Council's
role in the preparation of a region-wide f ish and
wildlife program and regional energy plan contains
elements with f ar reaching ef feet on power planning and
natural resource management. Unless a low water year
dips below "critical water" levels for power planning
purposes, the region's f ish and wildlife agencies,
including affected Northwest tribes, can be assured of a
sustained "water budget" designed for adequate down-
stream water volumes for juvenile Salman mIgratiOn.

Absent new storage capacity, and should a drought
persist over a longer period than the 1976-77 experi-
ence, it is probable that the next drought will likely
witness more serious inter � governmental and competing
use conflicts  federal v. state, federal v. federal,
state v. state. private v. public, tribal v. public,
tribal v. private and possibly, Canadian v. U.S.!. And,
the region's imagination and energies through its water



user groups and units of federal and state government
will again be tested. Panelists in designing institu-
t iona 1 me chani sms represent key players who in large
part shouldered the burden of coming forth with solu-
tions during the 1976-77 drought and who will surely be
called upon to respond to the next drought.

Based upon its role in the 1976-77 drought, Nr.
Rich Nassief, Deputy Director of the Pacif ic Northwest
Utilities Conference Committee  PNUCC!, of fers comments
on PNUcc's likely response in dealing with future low
water years. PNUCC is a region-wide power planning
organization representative of Northwest public and
private utilitieS and Direct ServiCe Industries.
Nr. Nassief details PNUCC's ef forts, along with tne
Northwest Power Pool  NWPP!, in securing signif icant
energy conservation through voluntary ef forts without
resort i ng to mandatory me as u res. P NUCC and the NWPP
were instrumental in assisting states in developing
mandatory conservation and curtailment authorities in
the event that voluntary ef forts failed during the
1976-77 drought and expects that a similar ef fort
will be forthcoming from PNUCC and the NWPP in future
low water years.

Viewed from the institutional eyes of Washington
State, Charles B. Roe, Jr., Senior Assistant Attorney
General, conclude s that any solution to low water
year management should build upon a unitary state water
management system already in place. With the exception
of reserve federal and tribal water rights, Nr. Roe's
analysis of low water year decision-making focuses on
the importance of existing state water management
systems which represent the product of a historic
congressional policy of deference to state management
of water resources.

Af fected Northwest Treaty Tribes represented
through Malcolm Karr, Water Resources Director of the
columbia River Inter-tribal F ish commission  commission!
reaf f irms the stature of reserved tribal treaty rights
over non-reserved allocations of water resources and the
protections this right has recently received in federal
court decisions and the recently approved Fish and
Wildlife Program under the Pacif ic Northwest Electric
Power Planning and Conservation ACt. Nr. Karr sum-
marizes federal court decisions which protect treaty
f ishery rights and the Commission�'s likely response
during low water years which would rely heavily on to
the so-called "water budget" of the Northwest Power
Planning Council's Fish and Wildlife Program.



As the panel's federal representative with adminis-
trative responsibility of approximately one-third the
Columbia's storage capacity, Mr. L. W. "Bill" Lloyd,
NOrthwest RegiOnal Director of the United States Bureau
of Reclamation  Bureau!, offers a balanced presentation
on the Bureau's multi � purpose project authorities on the
mainstem Columbia River dame and tributaries  fish and
wildlife protection, recreation, municipal and indus-
trial water supply, power production and irrigation! and
realistic impacts on in-stream and out-of-stream user
groups during low water years. In pointing out the
unpredictable nature and scope of a low water year, Mr.
Lloyd alludeS to the disparitiee among uSer groups in
the region and changes to the Bureau's water regime as a
result of the Northwest Power Act and tribal treaty
rights. Mechanisms to deal with low water years are
already in place at Bureau facilities through ite
operational criteria and contracts, better runnof f
forecasting, new conservation programs and the Yakima
Basin Enhancement Project.

AlthOugh the NOrthweSt Power Planning CounCil
 Council! was not in existence during the last serious
low water year during 1976 and 1977, as General Counsel,
James Fell of fers straight-forward observations as to
the nature of Northwest resource interests, public
participation and being prepared for the next drought.
The Council was created under the Pacif ic Northwest
Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act  North-
west Power Act!, with the task of preparing a f ish and
wildlife program and regional energy plan. Management
awareness, avoiding surprise, knowing what agencies to
call and the timing of decisions are essential ingre-
dients that must be in place and work before the next
drough t occurs ~



Perspectives of
Power Managers
and Developers
Rich Nassief

Paci6c Northwest Utilities Conference Committee

Introduction

The drought years of l973 and l977 are years that are well remembered
by the utility community in the Northwest and essentiatty serve as the
foundation for today's conference.

During those periods, a tremendous amount of regional planning and
coordination were undertaken with very positive results. Indeed, in
retrospect it is hard to believe that the region was able to accomplish
as much as it did. In just a few short months in each of the years
mentioned above, the four state region of Oregon, Washington, Idaho
and Montana, working in concert, were able to forestall many of the
serious effects that otherwise could have impacted the region. This
early cooperative effort serves as the cornerstone for most of the
regional drought-related framework that exists today.

This afternoon, I would like to devote some of the time I have with you
to giving some perspective on the role that was played by the electric
utility industry during the l973 and l977 droughts. More specifically, I
will largely be covering the activities of the organizations that serve as
the utilities' regional representatives -- the Pacific Northwest Utilities
Conference Committee  PNUCC! and the Northwest Power Pool
 NWPP!.

In that context I will also briefly discuss the curtailment plan as it
presently exists, as well as some considerations for the future.

Historical Role of PNUCC and NWPP

First, let's take a brief look at how the PNUCC and NWPP are
constituted.

The PNUCG is an organization comprised of most of the region's
electric utilities both public and private and the Direct Service
Industries. Through its various committees the organization is
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concerned primarily with long-term regional electric power planning.
One of its most notable publications is the annual Northwest Regional
Forecast of Power Loads and Resources. Its major policy making arm,
the Executive Committee, formed since the l977 drought, is made up of
top level officials from the client groups described above. It is from
this group that regional electric utility guidance will emanate during
times of perceived regional need -- such as a low water emergency.

Similarly, the NWPP is made up of most of the region's electric
utilities. The nongenerating public utilities and Direct Service
Industries are indirectly represented in this organization by the
Bonneville Power Administration. The NWPP is concerned primarily
with the regional operating requirements of the electric power system
and short-term operational planning of the region's hydroelectric
system, It is in this latter role that the NWPP interacts with the reg!on
during low water emergencies. The organization's policy-making arms
are the Coordination Contract Committee and the Operating
Committee which are essentially comprised of the operating managers
of the electric utilities.

During the droughts of l973 and 1977 both of these organizations were
very active in the regional coordination that was required. Let's cover
briefly some of the major actions initiated by these organizations
during each of the droughts:

~1973 Drou ht

o During late fall 1972, rainfall begins to drop below normal. In
October secondary energy for interruptible loads is curtailed.

o During spring and early summer 1973, the region's electric utilities
import large amounts of power from outside the region -- some as
expensive as 20 mills!  Times change.!

o july l973 -- PNUCC's Policy Committee meets and initiates steps
to begin contending with the shortage.

o Early August l973 -- PNUCC Task Force appointed to give
immediate attention to utility conservation programs and voluntary
curtailment on a reg!onal basis.

o Late August -- PNUCC Policy Committee meets with state and
local government agencies, industries and news media. A policy
statement and conservation program recommendations for use by
electric customers are agreed upon. Also at this meeting, formation
of an NWPP Load Curtailment Subcommittee is approved and
immediately assigned the task of developing mandatory curtailment
guidelines. The PNUCC Task Force is requested to continue
development of conservation and voluntary curtailment programs.

o August 30-- Energy situation continues to worsen with reservoirs
below programmed levels by 10+ billion kWh,
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o September -- Conditions stabilize as voluntary curtailment by the
region's energy consumers begins to take hold.

o October -- It is determined that response to voluntary curtailment
thus far is about 5.6 percent. If voluntary curtailment continues at
this level, it is felt that mandatory curtailment may not be
necessary during the coming winter period.

o November -- The initiation of heavy rains breaks the back of the
drought and gradual lessening in restrictions ensues.

Positive Out rowths of 1973 Drou ht

o Fostering of regional utility and governmental cooperation during
emergencies.

o Development of the first regional voluntary and mandatory
curtailment guidelines.

o A growing perception of ongoing conservation requirements by the
region's electric consumers.

~!977 Orou ht

The initiation of the 1977 drought brought with it a rekindling of the
effort that had been so successful in 1973. Some drought planning
efforts had been ongoing between the periods but on a very low key.

By the end of 1976, it became apparent that the potential for energy
shortage conditions existed in l977. A flurry of planning meetings then
ensued, the highlights of which were:

o Early january 1977 -- NWPP Load Curtailment Subcommittee
meets, determines that there is a 20-30 percent probability that
storage energy will be low enough at the end of 3uly or August 1977
to call for some form of mandatory energy load curtailment.
Subcommittee agrees to defer action until a higher risk -- perhaps
40-50 percent -- is determined and recommends to PNUCC Policy
Committee continued close monitoring of the situation.

o 3anuary l977 -- PNUCC Energy Management Committee Task
Force develops Advance Action Plan  forerunner of comprehensive
voluntary and mandatory curtailment guidelines eventually agreed
to by the region's states!.

o Early February -- NWPP Load Curtailment Subcommittee meets,
determines that 50 percent probability of mandatory curtailment
exists in 3uly/August timeframe and recommends to PNUCC Policy
Committee that Phase I of Advanced Action Plan be implemented
through the regions utilities  Plan asks for certain voluntary public
actions.!
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o February 7 -- First meeting of the Northwest Electricity Task
Force takes place. The Task Force is formed by the governors of
the four Northwest states. Their primary assignment is to develop a
regionally acceptable plan for voluntary and mandatory load
curtailment. Representatives of PNUCC and NWPP are consulted
extensively in this effort.

o February 10 � Because of the worsening drought in the region, the
NWPP and Bonneville Pawer Administration issue a joint appeal far
voluntary electric energy load curtailment.

Throughout the spring and summer manths of l977 many working
meetings were held by the organizations primarily responsible for
monitoring, analyzing and drawing up additional curtailment guidelines.
In May of l977 the Northwest Electricity Task Force, after extensive
consultation and analysis, forwarded to the governors of the four
Northwest States a comprehensive plan that contained a combination of
several stages of voluntary and mandatory curtailment. Previous to the
full Plan's approval, elements of the regional Plan  the voluntary
portions! had been released for implementation by the region's utilities.

The fact that the region was successful in its efforts is now history.
During the months that followed the original cry for voluntary
curtailment, the region's consumers responded with a sustained
voluntary effort that approached six percent. Once again, mandatory
curtailments were avoided, due in large part to the voluntary effort to
conser ve electric consumption.

In November 1977 the rains finaliy came, alleviating the drought
conditions that had persisted for several months in the region.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:

o Assistance from other regions may not be forthcoming when mast
needed -- both California and British Columbia were also impacted
by the l977 drought and thus were not able to assist at the levels
needed. The need to have in-region thermal capability available
during low water emergencies  critical water planning! is an
absolute necessity.

o Nonpower water depletion requirements need to be fully defined
substantially in advance of low water emergencies -- e.g., fish flush
and irrigation, Substantial amounts of water were spilled during
certain parts of 1977 to aid downstream fish migration,

o Voluntary curtailment requirements when clearly communicated to
the public can be effective in reducing deficits.

Current Re ional Curtailment Plan

Essentially, the final plan developed by the Northwest Electricity Task
Force in March 1977 continues to serve as the framework for
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curtailment should a low water emergency occur. This curtailment plan
is broken into three stages of voluntary and three stages of mandatory
curtailment. Accordingly, the stages of voluntary curtailment are
triggered by probabilities of future mandatory curtailment; the stages
of mandatory curtailment are, in turn, triggered by probabilities of
future inability to meet regional firm energy requirements. These
probabilities are based on the results of a camputer simulation model,
otherwise known as the Energy Reserve Planning hlodel  ERPQ! of the
regional electric system. During curtailment conditions the probability
figures are updated periodically to reflect the experienced load,
precipitation, conservation effectiveness, thermai plant performance
and additional resources as they become available to the region.
Updated probabilities are maintained by the NWPP. State authorities
review and use the NWPP data to inform and advise their governors or
other state agencies empowered to implement state curtailment plans.

Currently, it is assumed that when another iow water condition occurs,
the PNUCC, through its Executive Committee, working in concert with
the NWPP will sound the alarm signaling the potential for a lo» water
emergency. Thereaf ter, the NWPP will serve as the "trigger"
organization, alerting appropriate state gavernment entities to the
stage of curtailment needed. This framework worked well during the
l977 low water emergency and there is every reason to believe it will
work well in the future.

Future Considerations

As described above, the regional curtailment plan that currently exists
is an effective tool to manage low water emergencies. However, as is
the case with any tool, it should receive occasional attention ta assure
it is kept as sharp and therefore as effective as possible. I posit to you
several considerations for the immediate future that could assist in
keeping our curtailment plans and implementation requirements in a
state of immediate readiness.

o Enabling legislation -- An effort should be made to assure all states
in the region continue to have in force the necessary legal
framework to uniformly address curtailment requirements.

o Institutional Expertise -- It is essential that each of the states
maintain a staff of people knowledgeable in the mechanics of the
region's power system and its curtailment plan -- there wan't be
sufficient time to educate them should another drought overtake us.

o Power Planning Council -- Created since the l977 drought -- a
determination of the appropriate role the Council could serve in the
event of a low water emergency is needed.

o Fuel Use Act -- Passed since the 1977 drought -- an examination of
its impact on the operation of cambustion turbines in a drought
condition should be undertaken.
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o System Analysis Model -- Investigate using the more sophisticated
and flexible PNUCC System Analysis Model  created since the I977
Drought! in place of the ERPM model to determine the probability
of energy insuf ficiency.

o Organizational Roles -- Examine the future interrelationships of the
PNUCC and NWPP with respect to low water emergencies.
PNUCC's regional role has greatly expanded since the 1977 drought.



Allocating Water
in I.ow Flow Years*
Charles 8, Roe, Jr.
Senior Assistant Attorney General
State of Washington

Hy presentation today is based upon State perspec-
tives on the development of western water law and low
water year emergencies. The problem as I see it is that
there are too many state and water laws agencies involv-
ed in water resource management. I am not a water
manager, but the con census in any successful water
management system is that a unitary management system
must exist with resWnsibilities centralized in one
body for administration. Another fundamental has to do
with our federal constitutional system. We operate
under a federal constitutional system ~ one with concur-
rent jurisdiction in the same geographic area and the
same citizen body. For purposes of allocating water,
the power of the federal government is derived f rom the
U.S. Constitution � primarily the Property and Commerce
clauses. We also have reserved state powers under the
Tenth Amendment. The state ' s power is not derived f rom
any ownership concept of ~ater, but is derived from a
regulatory or police concept. Finally, with regard to
these two levels of government, the state power can be
exercised, unless it is preempted by some exercise of
federal power.

History itself has gotten us to where we are
today and f ederal-state re lat ions must be taken into
account. First of all, federal congressional policy has
tended historically to centralize water resource manage-
ment in a single unit of government. In 1978 the U.S.
Supreme Court on at least three occas ions outlined the
federal-state interface on water management issues. In
California v. O.S.  citation omitted!, the court recog-
nized a consistent policy thread of purposeful and
continued deference to state water law by Congress in
the reclamation of arid western lands. Congress desired
to avoid legal confusion that would arise if federal
water law and state water laws were to reign side by
s ide in the same locality. This f ederal deference to
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state water law was not just to stay dormant at the
federal level, but was a policy of encouraging every
western state to become active in water resource manage-
ment. H istorically, federal lands legislation also
determined that when the U.S. government transferred
lands under its ownership to non-f ederal status, no
water rights were to be transferred to such lands. To
acquire any water rights to use on that land, you had to
look to state law. A specif ic act I want to mention is
the Reclamation Act of 1902 which, in terms of state
relationships, says that United States Bureau of Recla-
mation programs should be operated subject to water
rights that are issued under state law. Another act is
the Federal Power Act of 1926. That Act again provided
that applicants for federal licenses must satisfy state
water rights laws. Commendably, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission just this year made one decision
in which it ruled that FERC will not grant an applica-
tion for hydroelectric rights unless non-federal appli-
cants f irst obtain water rights under state law.

There is one exception to the federal policy
of deference to state law and that is the doctrine of
reserved federal rights. In a narrow area dealing
with publicly owned lands, the federal government has
argued that when the U.S ~ sets aside publicly owned
lands for a special purpose, such as Indian reservations
or forest service reserves, they implicitly reserve
water rights in amounts necessary to carry out such
purposes. Even in that special situation, Congress in
1953 stated that all those rights are subject to juris-
diction of the state forests and state administration of
all those with reserved rights, Indian and non-Indian.

With that background, we have today a f ederal
policy of encouraging states to carry out what has
basically been a successful program of reclaiming the
west and managing the waters of our western states as
well. Every state has a comprehensive water code.
Washington State water law covers 3 major areas: we
have an extensive water planning amendment; we have
water rights establishment procedures; and we have
extensive regulation procedures. Washington State also
has a simultaneous riparian doctrine which says that
because you have water flowing through your land you
are entitled to some water, together with the appropria-
tion or f irst-in-time f irst-in-right doctrine. In
Washington State all water rights acquired after 1917
had to be established under a state water code which
sets up a pyramid system. S ince 1967, the Washington
State K,egislature has added f eatures to our water laws
to ensure instream flow protection. On at least 3
occas ions the state legislature has also told the
Director of the Department of Ecology that he must
actively assert the state's role in water management.
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In that regard, Washington State will cooperate to the
maximum extent it can with the federal government.
However, it will ensure that at all times, the integrity
of state water programs and laws is held intact.
Recent developments which Don Moos mentioned to you at
lunch and which we are optimistic about, is that the
Legislature on a number of occasions has encouraged
legal � physical solutions, such as the Yakima Basin
Enhancement Project.

In a general sense, our water laws in Washington
state are probably more advanced or progressive than
most of the other western and Rocky Mountain states.
The bottom line for low water year management is that
except for reserved federal and Indian rights, all water
rights to use ~ster in the State of Washington are based
on state law. There is, I think you could say, an
institutional mechanism or arrangement generally in
place to deal with such problems. I cannot tell you
that this system will handle all the problems during low
water years, but mechanisms are in place and operating.
Theoretically this state's unitary system should be
looked at very carefully for any low water year regula-
tory programs. I say it should be simple if you read
the statutes and how they should have worked. However,
we do not have all our water rights quantified or
adjudicated primarily because until 1917, there was no
centralized management system. In that situation, the
state cannot realistically regulate low water problems
successfully. There is need for improvement. The
improvement is needed because quantifying various
f edera1 and state rights have never been precisely
quantif ied or adjudicated. There are other problems
which af feet low water year management. I f one accepts
the proposition that most f ederal agencies are subject
to the power of the state water administrator, there
still is great reluctance by such agencies to believe
that they have to operate at the "whim" of a state
administrator. There is also special problem with
reserved f edera 1 water rights ~ Some interests do not
want to have their reserved rights quantif ied at all.
And others do not want to have them quantif ied in state
courts. There is also another problem in the federal
area that deals with recent environmental legislation.
For example, what impact does the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act have on state water management systems?
F inally, the "new man on the block" and the Northwest
Power Act. The Act mandatee federal agencies to comply
with the f ish and wildlife programs. It is completely
unf air to say what that all means, but federal agencies
certainly have to take the Pacif ic Northwest Power
Planning Council's fish and wildlife program into
account. Interestingly enough, as I read that statute,
there are several severance clauses which provide that
state powers are not to be impaired or modif ied in any
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way. So, again, there is a recognized and continued
federal policy of deference to state water law. As a
result, I believe there are state mechanisms in place
without the need for new federal statutes.

Realistic ef forts for low water year management
must focus on practical solutions and lessons learned
during 1976 and 1977. The YakimaBasin Enhancement
Project is a wonderful laboratory for this purpose.
There is a real Opportunity there to resOlve in a
satisfactory fashion an unsatisfactory situation.

In conclusion, I ask you to keep your eye on the
ball, wearing states rights glasses, intending to look
for a unitary system which has a single administration.
Please take into account federal policies that support
this type of system of deference to state water laws.
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of a suitable temperature ta sustain resident trout.

P erhap s more d ir ec t to the ques tian, the Nor thwes t
Power Planning and Conservation Act requires that fish
and wildlife and energy programs formulated under that
act be consistent with Indian treaties. The fish and
wildlife program adopted on November 15 of last year by
the Northwest Power Planning Council conforms to that re-
quirement by allocating a volume of Columbia and Snake
River waters specifically to protect migrating !uvenile
salmon and steelhead  smoits!, especially during low run-
off years. That basic concept, which has been mentioned
by nearly every speaker preceding me, is called the
"water budget" and is designed to protect smolts from
losses such as occurred in past draught years, Discussion
of the reasons for establishing this allocation will show
that we are prepared for low runoff conditions.

The principle behind the water budget is to provide
enough water to move smolts through the Columbia and
Snake system of reservoirs in a biologically timely man-
ner. The phrase "biologically timely was defined
through the efforts of many people who intensively eval-
uated the best available scientific infarmation in arder
to link the biology of the fish with the hydrology of the
river system.

One biology/hydrology link is that smolts apparently
move downstream about at the speed of the water. Other
evaluations showed that smolt survival i.s highly time�
dependent -- the faster the fish can travel from fresh-
water rearing areas ta saltwater, the greater the survi-
val, Furthermore, about 30 days is the upper lait
during which most species or races of salmon and steel-
head retain the physiological ability to make the
freshwater/saltwater transition. The time limit can be
less in low runoff years, depending upon such factors as
water temperature and size and condition of the smolts.

Greatly increased travel time created by the Colum-
bia/Snake system reservoirs that the smolts pass through
causes a survival problem of large magnitude. Before the
impoundments, smolts could migrate from upper basin rear-
ing areas to saItwater in about five or six days. Now,
with eight dans and reservoirs and with controlled flows,
especially in low runoff years, travel time for the same
distance has increased ten-fold -- from fifty to sixty
days. This causes huge smolt losses which greatly reduce
the number of returning adult salmon and steelhead. The
water budget therefore is available for flow augmentation
during smolt migration to reduce travel time and increase
survival,

For the benefit of those af you who may be hearing
the term "water budget" for the first time, or lack a
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cleaz understanding, I will mention some of its maj or
features, The allocated water is managed jointly by the
Columbia Basin fish and wildlife agencies and tribes and
can be used annually from April 15 through June 15. The
two control points for measuring water budget usage are
Lower Granite Dam on the Snake River and Priest Rapids
Dam on the Columbia. Project operation and requirements
include maintaining power base flows at those two loca-
tions, to which the water budget can be added. Base
power flows at Priest Rapids are 76,000 cubic feet per
second  cfs! throughout the two months period; and at
Lower Granite are 50,000 cfs during the second half of
April, 65, 000 during May, and 60, 000 cfs during the first
half of June.

The volume of the Snake River ~ster budget alloca-
tion is equivalent to a sustained flow of 20,000 cfs for
one month at Lower Granite Dam, The Columbia allocation
is equivalent to 58,000 cfs for one month at Priest
Rapids Dam. If the allocated water is used over a longer
period, the sustained flow rate would be reduced accord-
ingly. Use of this water is at the discretion of two
water budget managers, one appointed by the tribes and
the other by the agencies.

Now, an illustration of how travel times can be re-
duced through water budget application during spring
smolt migration. Analyses have been made to compare
travel times corresponding to actual flows in the 1973
and 1977 low runoff years with travel times that could
have been achieved using the water budget to increase
flows, These comparisons were made for travel through
the four lower Snake reservoirs from the head of Lower
Granite pool to the head of McHary pool, and for the
total freshwater to saltwater distance, also starting
at the head of Lower Granite pool.

An example of the results from the 1973 regulations
showed that smolts arriving at the head of the Lower
Granite pool on April 19 probably required about 46 days
to reach saltwater under the actual conditions, if they
survived. This time could have been reduced to about 31
days, for one of the daily flow zegulations examined, by
using the water budget. Similar results were obtained
from examining the 1977 smolt migration period with
simulated water budget usage.

It is important to note that in all evaluations
leading to development of the water budget concept, and
in subsequent examination of means for implementing the
concept, existing water rights, including irrigation,
aze fully accommodated before using the water budget.
Thus the water budget comes solely from shifting a por-
tion of the water normally used to produce hydropower in
the winter, to more than normal hydropower production in
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the spring. Because of this, and because of the extreme-
ly low spring runoff in 1973 and 1917, the full water
budget allocation was not available in either year.

We lack adequate information with which to translate
the improvement in travel time into the percentage in-
crease in smolt survival. But what we do know supports
the conclusion that smolt survival will increase substan-
tially with water budget use during low runoff years.

A coordinated management effort is taking place this
year between the water budget center, operated by the two
water budget managers, and the reservoir control center,
operated by the Corps of Engineers. Results to date show
that the water budget concept is workable.

Therein lies the basis for my opening statement,
which I repeat in closing, that from the fisheries pers-
pective of the Columbia Basin treaty tribes, we are
prepared for the next drought,
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1! In the most critical years, the shortage should not exceed
fifty percent of the requirenent.

2! A shortage in any two consecutive years should not exceed
seventy-five percent of the requirement.

3! 'Ihe cumulative shortage for the driest consecutive ten years
should not exceed one hundred percent of the requirement.

There are exceptions to these standards and criteria. First, a
project that has as its only source of supply an unlimited supply,
such as ground water or the Columbia River, and that is supplied by
pumping may have one hundred percent of supply at all times, Where
the only way to instigate a shortage would be to underdesign facil-
ities, no shortage is included, In some cases where the proposed
project cannot provide sufficient water to meet the normal shortage
criteria and where the project would provide a significant improve-
ment in existing supplies, the shortage may be allowed to exceed
normal criteria with permission of the Gxmissioner's Office and in
making certain that those users included in such a project fully
understand what to expect. For some crops, such as orchards and
vineyards, the normal criteria may be too severe, and the most criti-
cal year shortage may be reduced to approximately twenty-five percent.

Proper forecasting by the Bureau may also be of special help
during a low water or drought year. What did the 1977 Yakima exper-
ience show us'? We still use the basic forecast equation as in 1977,
but now to establish a range of TWSA's, we compute four forecasts
which assume fifty, one hundred, and one hundred and fifty percent
of normal subsequent precipitation. Also, we now compute a forecast
assuming a continuation of the trend for the water year to date. The
fifty to one hundred and fifty percent range above is now included
in all our forecasts. The 1977 experience also told us that our
basic forecasting techniques, while they were developed for use in
flood control situations, will work for water supply forecasts in
many situations. lhere are still those very low snowpack years for
which these forecast equations, however, do not work. In such years,
we would forecast essentially base flows, or very close to the mini-
mum runoff. that has occurred historically. We also learned that the
best forecast is the one that has a sound statistical basis and is not
adjusted by "feel" for the data. By giving water users our best
forecast for the three prior conditions, they can make informed
decisions for the year,

Forecasting runoff effectively is important to the Bureau's res-
ervoir operations to assure that flooding does not occur due to
filling prior to the peak flow, or that too much space is not pro-
vided prior to runoff, and prevents filling to meet irrigation de-
mand. The 1977 experience proved that everyone should know how a
forecast is developed  flood control, not water supply!, what in-
formation was used in its development  return flow, periods, etc.!,
and that base flows will provide a certain degree of water supply
regardless of present conditions. Therefore, the supply of water
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today can be forecast better than what initial forecasts may other-
wise indicate.

Once we know when a drought is about to occur, conservation can
help reduce its impact. A grower will substitute labor for water
 usually the opposite will occur during periods of abundant supply!
by changing irrigation sets at odd hours and may irrigate less fre-
quently, lf he knows ahead of time, he will plant crops with a low
water management requirement. He may also choose to plant fewer
acres. Ef practical, he may rent or lease sprinkler pipe and tem-
porarily sprinkle gravity-irrigated land. A few growers will seek/
and ox buy irrigation scheduling services. Previously unused sources,
such as surface drains, may be utilized. Because of significant
increases in the price of energy, those irrigators who pump irriga-
tion water may choose to do one or more of the above. They may also
consider reducing total dynamic head by: a! converting to low pres-
sure nozzles; b! increasing size of laterals and/or mainlines to
reduce friction loss; c! trim impe11er on centrifugal pumps or re-
move a bawl from a turbine pump to reduce pump horsepower; d! replace
leaky fittings and nozzles; and e! seek irrigation scheduling in-
formation.

Water rights during low water years are directly affected by
existing water law regimes as a result of historic judicial alloca-
tion, Rights to divert water from the Yakima River system for irri-
gation purposes were allocated by judicial decree in 1945, commonly
referred to as the Yakima Consent Decree. The Decree states that
waters of the basin shall be meted out from the "total water supply
available"' �6A!, which is defined as natural flow, reservoir,
storage, and other sources. The rights of all parties are classi-
Qed as nonpraratable and proratable, The former are held by those
water users with the earliest developed lands, These rights are
served first fram the total water supply in the basin. axe Consent
Decree identifies and quantifies all nonproratable water uses, and
implies that all other waters available are pxoratable and are of
equal priority. Prior to the start of each irrigation season, the
TKSA is allocated to users according to their established rights.
As the season progresses and to the extent nonproratable users do
not use their share, the excess is made available to proratable
users as it becames available. This practice has led to a situation
where the percentage of proration may increase as a season pro-
gresses, a result which the Consent Decree cannot anticipate.

The Bureau is naw better able to anticiapte the onset of drought
conditians than during the 1977 experience. The Bonneville Power
Administration is naw funding three weather stations using a "hydro-
met" system of the Bureau in order to determine when to irrigate,
thereby saving pumping costs and water. Aside fram these technical
advances, available uncontracted water supplies can be made tempo-
rarily available during a drought with relatively short processing
time, assuming that compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act does not aperate as an obstacle. 'Ice Bureau has author-
ity to approve and execute temporary ccmtracts for up to 10,000
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acre-feet af irrigation water and 2,GGG acre-feet of municipal, in-
dustrial, or miscellaneous uses. Contracts for higher quantities
must be approved at headquarters, but additional authority could
be delegated to the region in the event of a widespread drought.

The Reclamation Reform Act Anendments of 1982 may also assist
during law water years, aIthough the Act's conservation reauire-
ments relate more to long-term actions rather than as. responses to
short-term needs, Under the Act, the Secretary af the Bureau en-
courages, but does not require, implanentation of conservation
practices when economically feasible. Irrigation districts partici-
pating in such programs must prepare water conservation plans con-
taining goals, conservation measures, and schedules. The Secretary
is also authorized to enter into Menarandum of Understanding with
nonfederal entities such as states, Indian tribes, and water user
organizations, The Act has also permitted funding of the Yakima
River Basin Enhancement Project Study, which is currently collecting
data and performing a preliminary examination of water conservation
opportunities in that basin. Conveyance systems along with modifi-
cations to canal operation are under examination as are ecanamic
costs and water savings. Impacts ta wildlife are also under con-
sideration. The Soil Conservation Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture is also assisting by providing information
~ farm efficiencies within the basin's various districts.

Water conservation possibilities will be recognized in the fu~
ture without  baseline! setting, but the on-farm measures will not
be incorporated into any basin conservation plan because of imple-
mentation limitations imposed by law, The Yakima Basin Study will
also assist in estimating irrigated acres and upgrade previous es-
timates for each diversion's service area thraugh field sampling
and aerial photographic coverage. Althaugh the Yakima Basin Study
is not caetplete, the indications are that improvements to convey-
ance systems may nat be cost-effective. Changes to operations to
decrease required operational flows would result in minor water
savings. On-farm efficiencies in some irrigation districts are
possibIe with well.-operated farms t'62 percent or greater efficiency!
when the total irrigated area for a district is considered. The
initial indications, together with the absence of any change in the
present rate structure, are that water conservation would have a
minor impact on increasing the net available water supply for fish
enhancment flows or for supplemental irrigation.

While conservation practices may not represent an inmediate
tool for short-term use during droughts, the rental pool concept
holds great promise. An example of this concept in practice is the
Upper Snake River rental pool, Water District No. I within the
~ke River Basin was established for the purpose of providing a
more equitable distribution of stored water supplies within the
service area of federally constructed reservoirs. The so-called
Connnittee of Nine represents water user interests within the dis-
trict and has assumed responsibility for "renting" stored water.
Actual operation, however, has been delegated to the district's
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water master. Since passage of the Water apply ~ Act by the
Idaho State Legislature in 1979, the rental pool program has been
carried aut in a consistent manner under regulations adopted by the
Maho State Water Resources Board.

The rental pool program is based upon reservoir storage. Waters
accruing thereto are caanitted to the pool on an annual basis by
spaceholders who determine the mtent to which entitlements will be
used during the irrigation season. To the extent that waters are
not utilized, lessees make payments to lessors when water is leased
fram the pool. All shareholders offering water by July 1 enjoy pro-
portionately in the rental proceeds. All spaceholders offering water
after July 1 share proportionately in the proceeds fram the sale of
all or any part of the water sold following that date. Water sales
before AQy 1 may be purchased from the rental pool. Payments to
spaceholders under the rental pool program are based upon a formula
covering annual construction cost repayment, and reservoir operation
and maintenance costs.

Any waters made available through the rental pool program are
marketed according to certain priorities, First priority is given
to those water users owning rights in various storage reservoirs
constructed by the Bureau in the Snake River above Milner Dam.
Second priority is given to other irrigation water users in ser-
vice areas of such reservoirs. 'Ihird priority uses are detezmined
on the basis of executed leases received by the Watezmaster of
Water District Na. 1 within the Snafu: River Basin. Under regular
sales fram the rental pool, administz'ative costs of program admin-
istration are added to rental payments paid to spaceholders. Ex-
cess revenues generated from such sales are used to benefit the
water users within Water District No. l.

The z.ental pool program while successful in many respects, has
perceived weaknesses. OrQy water stored in federally constructed
reservoirs is accepted into the renta1 pool program. This limita-
tion restricts otherwise available supplies fram other sources,
such as natural flows. Second, leased or rented prices paid by
users are limited to construction charges snd operation and main-
tenance costs payable by the spaceholder,which operates to limit
incentives for participation in the program. Under these limita-
tions, the rental pool program would most probably not significantly
alter or provide for a better distribution during a low water year
or prolonged drought. Spaceholders wauld most likely be very re-
luctant to coszsit water to the pool beyond the first water-short
year and along with the lack of additional economic incentives
would probably result in negligible rental offerings after a first
drought year,

Another potential method for reducing the impact of low water
years is water banking. Water banking allows the 'have nots" to
share with the 'haves" on principles that apply to the Upper Rmke
River Basin rental pool program discussed above with the exception
that private water supplies  as opposed to Bureau storage! are in-
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volved. A major weakness of water banking is that the concept sim"
ply has not been implemented. Only the water bank concept is in
place at this writing.

Lastly, the Bureau's weather modification program is another tool
that may be useful during droughts. The Division of Atmospheric
Resources Research at Denver, Colorado, is engaged in a winter cloud
seeding experiment in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California.
The Division is planning a large demonstration program in efforts to
increase the flow of the Colorado River. The Bureau's technology is
sufficiently advanced to warrant such danonstration projects, and
the Bureau has cooperated in efforts with state government in
sunIner cloud seeding experijnents. However, cost/benefit ratios for
these efforts are not readily identifiable. The Bureau must resolve
scientific problems associated with such samer experiments, as well
as their relatively higher costs, Indications to date support a
l0 to 20 percent increase in sutnner and winter precipitation as a
result of these programs.

What can we conclude from managing low water year energencies?
'Ihe Bureau concludes that there already exist several mechanisms,
that., while not perfect, will work during such conditions. The
region's water users have historically supported problem-solving
efforts when the "chips are down" and should be expected to solve
problems in the future. What else is needed? The Bureau suggests
that improvements can be made within the existing legal system
through the following:

I! state laws that provide for specific water distribution
procedures during drought conditions;

2] more states establishing water banking procedures;

3! retaining blocks of water for use during droughts;

4] providing additional storage within the region;

5] educating the public and agencies that droughts or other
"Acts of God" are inevitable, regardless of whether or not we
have drought programs;

6] continuing efforts toward improving water supply and fore-
casting.
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System and other power generating facilities on the Columbia
River and its tributaries." Id. Congress understood that these
first two responsibilities would conflict from time to time. The
protection of migratory fish will almost necessarily increase the
cost of a hydropower system. Congress made it clear that the
council would be responsible for balancing these two important
issues

�! "The authorities and responsibilities of state and local
governments, electric utility systems, water management agencies,
and other non-federal entities for the regulation, planning,
conservation, supply, distribution, and use of electric power
shall be construed to be maintained." 16 U.S.C. S839. The
Council has not been given authority to override the other
agencies in the region. Specifically, the Council has not been
given any authority whatsoever over state water management
agencies in the region.

�! The Council must "ensure widespread public involvement
in the formulation of regional power policies." 16 U.S.C.
839b g!�!. Because the council lacks authority to direct other
agencies, consultation and public involvement are the council's
most useful tools in the development of regional power policies.

�! The Northwest Power Act. does not authorize the "appro-
priation of water by any federal, state or local agency, Indian
tribe, or any other entity or individual. Nor can the Act or the
Council's plan " I! affect the rights or jurisdictions of the
United states, the States, Indian tribes, or other entities over
waters of any river or stream or over any groundwater resource,
�! alter, amend, repeal, interpret, modify, or be in conflict
with any interstate compact made by the States, or �! otherwise
be construed to alter or establish the respective rights of
States, the United States, Indian tribes, or any person with
respect to any water or water-related right." 16 U.S.C. S839g h! .
The message here is very clear, The Council does not have author-
ity to grant, alter, or override any water right in the region.

Generally, the Council represents the Northwest states in
matters involving electric power planning and the protection,
mitigation, and enhancement of fish and wildlife affected by
hydropower dams on the columbia River and its tributaries.

While the Council was created by and represents the Northwest
states, the authority of the Council derives from an Act of
Congress. The Council's powers relate to federal agencies. Thus,
the Bonneville Power Administration  BPA! is directed by the
Northwest Power Act to uee its resources and authoritiea "tO
protect, mitigate, and enhance fish and wildlife to the extent
affected by the development and operation of any hydroelectric
project on the Columbia River and its tributaries in a manner con-
sistent with" the Council's plan. 16 U.S.C SS39b h!�0! A!
 emphasis added!. Furthermore, BPA "and other federal agencies"
responsible for managing, operating, or regulating Columbia River
basin hydropower facilities must exercise their responsibilities
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�! "in a manner that provides e uitable treatment" for fish and
wildlife and �! "taking into account at each relevant stage of
decisionmaking processes to the fullest extent practicable, the
program adopted by the Council." 16 U.ST CD S839b h!�1!!A! ~ The
Act also calls for consultation with BPA, federal agencies, state
agencies, Indian tribes, project operators, and others.

FISH AND WILDLIFE PROGRAM

The Council adopted its Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife
Program on November 15, 19B2. The program includes four elements
that would be particularly affected by a low water emergency.

The most important program measure involving the use of water
is the water budget. The water budget is a block of water,
measurable in acre feet, which the Council's plan withdraws from
the electric power system and allocates for use in meeting flows
for the spring migration of fish. It appears that travel time
is critical to the survival of salmon and steelhead smolts in
their downstream migration, and that travel time is dependent upon
the volume of water flowing downstream. Dame and reservoirs
delay migration, while increasing water flows tend to speed migra-
tion. Because of limitations under the Northwest Power Act, the
water budget cannot be used to conflict with firm, non-power con-
Strainte. Thia limitaticn iS aCknOWledged in the Fieh and Wild-
life Program, Section 304 a! �! . It is important to recognize
that the water buclget represents water previously available to
the power supply system. The water does not come from other uses
such as irrigation or recreation. Under the program, the water
budget represents a firm power constraint. It is to remain un-
changed during all water conditions consistent with those within
the 40-year water record, including the critical period.  The
critical water period is a term of art in the Northwest power
system. It refers to the amount of water and power available
during either a 4-year period from August 1928 to March 1932,
or, depending upon the context, a more severe but shorter two-
year period from September 1943 to April 1945.! The program is
silent on what should occur in the event that water levels fall
below the critical level. If that event were to occur, I presume
the Council would wish to consult with other agencies and inter-
ested persons to reach some equitable allocation.

Second, the program calls upon the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission to develop plans for spills of water at the mid-
Columbia hydropower projects. The purpose of these spills is to
achieve survival rates for smolts migrating downstream that are
comparable to those achievable through the best available col-
lection and bypass systems. The pxogram calls for spills of at
least 20 percent of the average daily flow at each project for
any 30 out of the 60 days when smolts are present  April 15
through June l5!. The project operators may concentrate their
spills during the night � time hours for maximum effectiveness. In
the event of a low water emergency, the spills would help trans-
port smolts past the dams, but at a loss of power production.
Note that the amount, of spill is based upon average daily flow,
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and would decline with the decline in available water. Never-
theless, we expect that the combination of the water budget and
these spill provisions would provide adequate spills to transport
the smolts past the power turbines.

Third, the program recognizes the need for additional water
storage to be used for fish flows. The Council will investigate
Canadian storage, Yakima Riser basin storage, and Weiser River
basin storage for this purpose. At this point, the Council's role
in the development of additional storage would be limited to
securing water for fish flows during low water conditions.

Fourth, the program includes measures calling for improved
water flows for the spawning and incubation of fish, The timing
and amount of these flows vary from stream to stream. If these
flows cannot be met because of a low water emergency, the Council
would expect to be consulted and would be eager to assist other
agencies in reaching equitable solutions.

ELECTRIC POWER PLAN

The Council adopted its conservation and electric power plan
on April 27, 1983. As required by the NOrthwest Power Act, the
plan includes a 20-year forecast of regional electricity demand
and a forecast of resources  including conservation! required to
meet that demand. All RPA acquisitions of major power resources
must be consistent with the Councilss plan, as determined by the
Council.

The Council has included low water conditions in its planning
in the same way in which that has been done in the past. The
Council evaluated all resources  existing and new! based upon
their potential output and compatibility with the power system
under critical water conditions

itis 'fao t tto d t d tat th Cs '192s ~1
g y. C*od't' that o d 'og th gd t' o1 tl

regional electric power system can easily differ from the as-
sumptions used for planning. It would not be cost-effective
to plan and construct power resources to meet every conceivable
situation. For that reason, reasonable but conservative planning
assumptions -- such as the critical water assumption -- are used,
and actual conditions must be accommodated in the operation of
the system.

The Council's plan focuses on both sides of the resource
balance: the forecast of demand and the resource portfolio. The
Council concluded that demand forecasting is not sufficiently
precise tc allow for "point forecasting." A point forecast is a
forecast of demand that specifies the most probable load growth
and the precise amount of power that will be required at the end
of the 20 � year period. The Council instead chose to forecast a
range of demand that would encompass all plausible growth during
the 20-year planning period. The Council then took the uncertainty
of that demand into account in its development of the resource
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portfolio. With that in mind, the Council placed its emphasis on
the flexibility of resources and on resources that have short
lead times for construction. Under this approach, the Council
found that conservation is a particularly attractive resource,
and that rapid and unexpected Load growth could be met with
corabustion turbines.

This emphasis on flexibility appears throughout the plan, and
can be quite useful in accommodating low water emergencies. For
example, the plan includes a number of measures to iraprove BPA's
capability to acquire conservation from all sectors of electric
power users. This will provide better information about elec-
tricity use and the effects of conservation, and will put in place
conservation prograras that can be accelerated quickly to reduce
the region's reliance on hydropower. The plan also calls for
improvements in power system efficiencies, which could be under-
taken at any time to increase the arrrrunt of deliverable power.

The plan encourages the investigation of interruptible power
for both industries and irrigation. The terms of interruption
could certainly include periods of low water. Customers would
presumably receive lower power rates in exchange for a right to
interrupt their service under certain circumstances. The approach
of the plan is to use interruptible power custorrmrs to take better
advantage of the surplus hydropower in the region. When hydro-
pawer is not in surplus, Service would be discOntinued. If
necessary, it might be that firm customers could also be switched
to an interruptible status to avoid regionwide curtailments. This
would allow the economics of the market to deterraine which
customers would be least hurt by a reduction in electric power
service.

There are two issues that the power plan does not resolve.
First, BPA will be financing conservation improveraents in the
irrigation sector. These improvements will be designed to reduce
the electric power requirements of irrigators, and in some cases
will do so with more efficient use of water. The point has been
raised that some reduction in water usage should be expected when
the power system pays for improvements in irrigation efficiency.
Irrigation uses water in three ways: it requires electricity to
pump water from the river, it uses water on crops, and it diverts
water around hydropower facilities, thereby reducing the capability
of the hydropower system. The Council has not taken any position
whatsoever on this sensitive issue. Nevertheless, irrigation
efficiency improvements might well improve the ability of the
irrigation community to meet their needs during low water emer-
gencies.

second, the council chose not to raake a firm recommendation
with respect to the use of rate design during low water conditions,
It is clear that during low water conditions it may be necessary
for the power system to purchase expensive thermal power to
replace the lost hydropower. If the higher cost of that thermal
power were reflected immediately in the rates of electricity con-
sumers, some conservation of electricity could be expected in
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response to the increased price.

I mentioned earlier that the Council'e flexible resource plan
relies upon the use of combustion turbines to meet unexpected,
rapid load growth, Presumably, combustion turbines could also be
used to meet unexpected, rapid loss of hydropower resources due
to a low water emergency. The Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use
Act, 42 U.S.C. S830, et seq., has been cited aS a barrier to the
use of combustion turbines in the manner provided in the plan.
The Fuel Use Act generally prohibits the use of oil or natural gas
powerplants, There are a number of exemptions to this general
prohibition, including power plants used to meet peak loads. Our
research suggests that, a combustion turbine which has a peaking
exemption could be used tc meet a temporary emergency. Jt appears
that the only requirements would be to notify the Economic
Regulatory Administration within 24 hours of the commencement of
the emergency and to limit the use of the facility to 24 months
or the period of emergency, if that is shorter. 10 CPR 501.192.
Twenty-four mnths should be sufficient to either outlast the
lcw water emergency or allow the region time to replace the lost
power.

P UBLIC INVQLVEHENT

Before closing, I must emphasise that the Council is charged
under the Northwest Power Act with a responsibility for involving
the public in the formulation of regional power policies. The
Council maintains comprehensive programs to carry this out and to
consult with appropriate parties in the region. Public involve-
ment and consultation would play important roles in any Council
activities to accoram4te a low water emergency. We believe that
consultation and public involvement facilitate decisionmaking, if
issues are presented clearly and in a straightforward manner.

Events such as this conference make everyone more aware of
the interests that must be taken into account in making decisions
during low water emergencies. We encourage this type of program,
and we would be pleased to meet again on this issue I can assure
you that the Council will do everything it can to play a con-
structive role if a low water emergency occurs, In the meantime,
we will be working with BPA, the region's utilities, and others
to develop the capability to implement conservation, to develop
short lead-time, flexible resources, and to facilitate the use of
combustion turbines during unanticipated resource shortages.
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Questions and Answers-Panel HI.

The first question of the panel concerned the existence
of models for the Columbia River that could be utilized
during low water years.

Rich Nassief and Malcolm Karr responded, as did a volun-
teer from the audience, that a wide variety of models
are already in existence to assist northwest user groups
and agencies. The socalled seasonal model used by the
Bonneville Power Administration and Northwest Power Pool
simulates historical water conditions over 1ong periods
of time so as to define system capability during such
periods. Other models are used for daily simulation,
and a hydrologic model simulates basin runoff, channel
routing and reservoir regulation. Bill Lloyd later
added that the United States Bureau of Reclamation uses
hourly stream flow models that estimate stream flow and
storage reservoir storage rights.

The second question addressed non-power allocations of
water needed to satisfy the Northwest Power Planning
Council's Fish and Wildlife Program water budget and
resulting loss of 500 to 550 MW of firm capacity. Rich
Nassief responded that the utility industry ultimately
will have to replace the loss and needs proper notice
in order to determine whether resources must be acquired
on a short oz long term basis. In a follow up question
from the panel moderator, Mr. Nassief responded that
probability models could serve to identify the approp-
riate time ta purchase or acquire short term resources
during a low '~~ter emergency,
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The third question was directed to Mr. Charles B. Rae,
Jr. who was asked to describe existing legal mechanisms
which protect in-stream beneficial uses in Washington
State. The adoption of administrative rules based upon
state statutes serve as the state's enforcement tool for
in-stream flow standards. The Washington State Depart-
ment of Ecology has issued water rights to individuals
as a part of the state's appropriative permit system
as an alternate means of imposing and enforcing in-
stream flow requirements.

A fourth question of the panel concerned the ability of
the Northwest Power Planning Council  or any agency or
user group! ta accurately predict power surpluses versus
water requirements for spawning and incubation. Jim
Fell stated that in-stream flow information for preser-
ving habitat and facilitating migration exists, but
varies from stream to stream and river run areas.
Projection of power surpluses at this time is compara-
tively less accurate than stree~ flow projections.

A fifth question concerned the distinction between new
United States Bureau of Reclamation prospects and old
projects. Assuming that all Bureau projects are for
multiple use purposes, why does the Bureau treat primary
users differently from secandary users at new Bureau
projects than the Bureau apparently treats such users at
old projects. Mr. Lloyd responded that older Bureau
projects accorrmodate secondary uses differently than new
projects where legal constraints generally affect all
users on a coequal basis.

A sixth question concerned winners and losers during a
low water year.and the application of the Northwest
Power Planning Counci.l's Fish and Wildlife Program.
Both Malcolm Karr and Jim Fell responded that the Fish
and Wildlife Program were conceived sa that firm nan-
power constraints would not be interfered with by the
Program's requirements. Actual and simulated application
of the water budget components for low water years contain

4,
i rov/sforrs to prevent losses to non-pawer water users.

e only area not covered by the Program that deserves
careful attention is for !hose periods when water levels
fall below critical firm levels for power planning
purposes. Under these circumstances equitable adjust-
ments between user groups wauld appear to be necessary.







T wtsh to thank you for inviting me to share my thoughts re-
garding our diminishing water resources and how we meet future
demand. As the very theme oi' this conference indicates, there is
increasing talk of a coming water crisis; it emerges out of the many
complex water issues facing the nation.

You have spent the day listening to experts in water policy at
all levels of government and have had the opportunity to share
ideas and concerns regarding the situation in the Northwest. You
have also discussed needed action. Oregonians have historically
preferred strong leaders--those who have innovative ideas and the
courage to pursue them. By concretely addressing a problem area
before it reaches crisis levels, you have demonstrated both quali-
ties.

l would like to take this opportunity to follow in your foot-
steps and pass on a few thoughts of my own and hopefully enlist your
future assistance in heading off a water crisis at the national level.

in the Northwest, we have often devised strategies to deal with
crises and resource shortfalls in a unique and equitable way. Dur-
ing the first real oil crisis in 1973. it was the odd/even distribu-
tion plan started in Oregon that was a national model for consumers;
tt allowed everyone to meet normal transportation needs, This plan
went into effect before tempers flared.

The Northwest Power Planning Council is also an example of an
idea that came out of the West to deal with the question of who has
access to another needed--and potentially scarce--resource, elec-
tricity. The Council has been working to be sure that we have safe
and affordable energy supplies to meet future demand. As a result
of their commendable work. the lights will not go out in Oregon.
They will not go out in Washington or any other part of this region.
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The question here today is: How do we meet the demand from all
competing interests for water supplies in the future--particularly
if those supplies are diminished?

How do we make sure that when my constituents in Portland turn
on the faucet, clear Bull Run water will come gushing out? How do
we guarantee that eastern Washington farmers will have irrigation
water for their crops; i' or the dams to create electri ca1 energy;
and for the fish that are a vita'l part of our economy and our
heritage?

One can readily see that from just these few competing uses of
the Northwest's water, that water use and policy affecting its use
are fast becoming pivotal issues in our economic future.

These are not easy answers to come by. I expect that even
after a full day of discussions, you don't have the answers. It is
imperative that we all work together to find answers and to devise
strategies so it is not a last trickle of water coming out of the
spigot, but a robust flow.

The real question before us then is: How do we succeed in
elevating water resource planning and management--the need to pre-
pare for dealing with a water crisis--to the proper priority on the
state and the national agenda it so rightly deserves?

One of my favorite sayings is that objects at rest, stay at
rest. On the issue of water resource planning and management, this
region and the country have for the most part been at rest. Clearly,
a cata1yst is necessary to produce action before crisis, One examp1e
of such a catalyst is Ore onian reporter John Hayes' series of
articles about water supp es and management in Oregon. The series
focused on the lack of a real inventory of water supplies in the
state and the reactive. rather than proactive, manner in which
Oregon has been dealing with the issue. Not only were the water
managers not getting a handle on the water situation, but elected
officials were not putting water resource management as a priority
in funding decisions.

The buck was passed back and forth. Perhaps the most startling
point about the Ore onian series, for our purposes however, is that
the situation descr e existed at least eight or more years ago
when the League of Women Voters of Oregon and the Oregon Student
Public Interest Research Group  OSPIRG! published reports on water
depletion in Oregon and called for water resource management to be
put at the top of the state's priority list. Although the reports
were wide1y recognized by many persons concerned about water re-
sources, no long-term action followed,

As the impact of the Ore onian series highlights, one of the
first steps in motivating peop e to support change is education.
The public will not support expenditures of money if they do not
believe that there is a need. People have to be convinced that
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despite heavy rainfalls in the Northwest, our water supply is finite,
but our thirst is not.

Knowing that a water shortage could occur will not be enough to
gain and sustain public support. Water users have to take part in
deve'lopment of the strategy and management planning to better under-
stand what compet1ng uses exist and to balance them against the1r
own needs. If there is not going to be enough water to go around,
what water is availab1e wtll have to be distributed in a way that
respects not only the principles of western water law, but also the
new respons1biltties vested in the Northwest in terms of self-
management of our water-dependent resources.

Bringing people into the decision-making process will make it
their plan too. And they wi 11 put elected officials and managers on
notice that water resource strategy and management need to be high
priori ty in the region. The message needs to go beyond this region,
however, We need an examination of the wisdom and feasibility of a
national water resource management strategy.

The track record at the federal level is not good. We haven' t
passed the buck, we' ve done worse. We have so scattered knowledge
and responsibility for water resources that no one knows the ques-
tion, let alone the answer.

Management problems in water programs and the lack of coordina-
tion among federal water agencies are nothing new, In 1908, Theodore
Roosevelt's Inland Waterways Coamiission recomended coordinating all
federal agencies involved in building waterways. A National Water-
ways Comnission was authorized by Congress, but its members were
never appointed. Since then, there have been dozens of studies,
comnissions, and reports, all calling for unified national water
policy. None prompted Congressional action. In the 1960s, federal
planning agencies were createdf yet without any enforcement powers,
they proved largely ineffective.

Perhaps it is time that we question some fundamental "givens" in
our historical water relationsh1p equation. We need to look at the
relationship between water quality and water quantity. Is it ap-
propr1ate for water quality policy to be largely driven by federa1
law and water quant1ty policy by state law?

Between ground water supplies and surface water: Ijo we have a
sound inventory of both and an understand1ng of how the two inter-
act?

Between the use of water for the MK missile, for irrigat1on of
agricultural lands and for development of minerals,

We need to consider just how many hydroelectric projects one
river can sustain before it becomes a series of lakes with no other
ultimate use or value.



Congress needs to take a close look at the water-related re-
sponsibflfty of' the EPA, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Army Corps
of Engineers, the Federal Energy Regulatory Conmfssfon, the Depart-
ments of Agriculture and Defense, and the Department of' the Interior.
The jurfsdiction fs so scattered that I have probably forgotten one
or two other agencies whose actions impact water resources.

Once we ask the tough questions, reexamine the "givens," we
need to begin developing programs and possibly legislation now, at
both the state and national level, which can be passed and fmple-
mented so that the pending water crisis remains a myth.

We also need to consfder consolidating water resource activity,
We need to overcome institutional barriers and turf battIes to build
a majority for a new policy thrust in water resource management,
This thrust need not, and probably should not, entail new bureauc-
racy, but rather should focus on fntegrating existing responsibi li-
ties and statutes.

I am eager to put in time and energy to move those at rest to
initiate the examination of legislation and programs this entails.
I ask all of you to jofn with me fn not only educating the public
but also in developing new ideas and innovative approaches--so much
a part of the heritage of the Northwest � to keep the water flowing
from the spigot.

Finally, let me part wfth one observation that probably most
here recognize. We must shift from a development mode mentality
for solutions to our problems to a management mode.

There are no more dam sites on the lower Columbfa. What this
implies is that in years of low rainfall and low snowpack, the
Columbia wf ll be unable to provide for downstream uses as well as for
irrigation and other consumptive uses.

Clearly. the legacy of our more arfd neighbor states west of the
'lOOth meridian fs catching up with us. We must accept that so'lutions
to water problems now lie not in supply-oriented solutions but in
solutions aimed at contro11fng and reducing demand. But unlike our
neighbors, we have innovative solutions to draw from. The Northwest
Power Council's suggestion that the region have flexible resources
and options on the shelf and ready to go when needed has application
here too. Responsible officials, many of whom are present today, must
strive to build a consensus and develop such an on-the-shelf low water
year management strategy now. The cornerstone of such a plan, and
indeed of any long-range water resource policy for the Northwest,
must be more efficient application and conservation of water.

As wfth energy conservation in the Pacific Northwest, the
potential for water conservation is enormous and large1y untapped.
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EUKe R. Evane is Chief of the Environmental and Technical
Services Divisfon of the National Marine Fisheries Service in Portland,
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